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ABSTRACT

The NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase of

Nggspora- crassa has been examined both by steady-state

kinetic studies and equilibrium binding studies '

The kinetic data indicated that the reaction

mechanism is Random in the absence of AMP and it changes

toeitherRapidEguilibriumRandomororderedinits

presence.

Equilibriumbindingstudiesindicatedthatisocitrate

dehydrogenase has two binding sites for NAD' AMP and citrate'

but four binding sites for isocitrate '

Amodelforisocitratedehydrogenase,cortsistentwith

thedata,iSproposed.Theenzymeisconsideredtoconsist

of two non-identical subunits only one of which is productive,

i.e., releases the substrates'
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TNTRODUCTTON

Two trends in the kinetic analysis of allosteric

enzymes (monod et al. , 1965) have been evident in recent

years . Based on the general theory proposed by Monod e'L af . ,

(1g63, 1965), a number of workers (see Atkinson, L)66t

Stadtman , 1966) have attempted to explain their findings in

terms of 'allosteric transitions', i.e., on the assumption

that the peculiar kinetic properties of allosteric enzymes

are due to the displacement of equilibria between two

accessible states of the protein brought about by the binding

of allosteric ligands. on the other hand, the mechanism of

reactions catalyzed by allosteric enzymes has been explained

by various workers on the basis of an extension of the

,induced fit, theory of Koshland (Xoshland eL ÈL., L966;

Atkinson *_ at. , L965 ) which in its present generalized f orm

maintains that binding of effectors or substrates creates

,active, sites or new enzyme forms (frynrids) very similar to

the kind discussed by Adair (tgz>) ror hemoglobin.

Mathematical descriptions of both models (Monod e'L aI',

L965)¡ Koshland sL gl. , L966), however, have rel-ied entirely,



)

or very heavily, on the assumption of a real thermodynamic

equilibrium during catalysís. This assumption while true in

the case of oxygen binding to hemoglobin is, of course,

untenable for a vast majority of enzymes which both in vivo

and in y_Itro- f unction in a steady-state. If the thermodynamic

equations are applied to actual binding of ligands to

allosteric enzymes, it is almost impossible to distinguish

between the "allosteric transition" or "induced fit" models,

(Anderson and weber , L965; Daniel a-nd tr{eber, 1966) unless

methods are available to find the 'function of state' (Monod

et -ÈI_. , L965) of the enzyme, or stable 'hybrid' enzlzme forms

(noshland eL al., L966) are demonstrated by physico-chemical

techniques.

A survev of literature on allosteríc enzlrmes shows that

with a few exceptions (rrieden, L964; Lowry e!- af., 196T) nc

serious attempts have been made to apply steady-state kinetic

theory to these enzymes, although it has witnessed

sophisticated developments in recent years (ning and Altman,

f956; Reiner , Lg59; Dalziel, L957; cleland, L963a,b,c).

Together with the equilibrium binding data-, steady-state

theories could very easily be used to support or discard

mechanisms of action proposed for allosteric enzymes so far.



?

It was with this aim in view that the work presented here

was undertaken with the regula-tory NAD-specific isocitrate

dehydrogenase of Neurospqsa crassa.



HISTORTCAL



HISTORICAL

@.

One of the most remarkable features of living

organisms is their ability to coordinate cellular activity

sothataconstantbalanceismaintainedbetweenvarious

catabolic processes and biosynthetic reactions essentj-aI to

survival.Theelucidationofnumerouspathwaysofinter_

mediary metabolism and the characterization of the enzymes

that catalyze the multistep reaction sequences involved, has

set the stage fox current investigations of the regulatory

mechanisms.

Tïre earlv observation of Dische (fg4O) tfrat the

phosphorylation of glucose in erythrocyte hemolyzates was

specificaltyinhibitedbyphosphoglycerateindicatedthat

endproductscouldregulatetheirownsynthesis.Asimi}ar

observation was made by Roberts et al ' (tg5>) ' 
who working

with E. Ç-e-li, noted that dq novo synthesis of various amino

acids lvere supplied exogenously in the growth medium' The

demonstration that end products had the capacity to inhibit

the early sreps unique to their biosynthesis (umbarger, 1956)



and also to curtail the synthesis of one or more of the

enzymes in the biosynthetic pathway (Cohen et AL' , L953¡

Gorini and Mass, L956) indicated that two separate mechanisms

ofregulationwerepresent.T}resemechanismswerereferred

to as feedback inhibition and repression, respectively' The

enzymeswhichweresusceptibtetoactivationorinhibition

bymetaboliteeffectorsotherthanthecatalyticallyactive

substraLes were termed "regulatory enzymes". since there

was normally no structural similarity between the effector

metabolitesandthecatalyticallyactivesubstrate,itwas

assumedthatmodulationoftheenzymeactivitywasachieved

throughthebindingofthemetaboliteeffectorsatspecific

regulat.orysitesthatweredistinctfromthecatalyticsites.

Due to this structural dissimilarity between substrate and

effectors, Monod, changeux and Jacob (lg6s) proposed that the

.a f fgger:-s-gÉe-Ê-.

commonlY referred

latter be called allosLeric e:Lfsc'tors and their binding sites'

AccordinglY, the regulatory enzymes are

to as allosteric enzvmgs-'

PLoperties oL Allg;teric Ei'zvmes

Allosteric enzymes are characterized by several

distinctivefeaturesascomparedtonon_regulatory''classical
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enzyme s r' .

A. One of these features is the initial- velocity pattern

obtained in a kinetic analysis of 'the enzyme. The initial

velocity data obtained in the case of non-regulatory enz!¡mes

is normally a rectangular hyperbola defined by the Michaelis-

Menton equation:

Km+S

ThepreSenceofinhibitorsoractivatorsdoesnot

change the shape of the rec-bangular hyperbola, but dces however

alter the parameters associated with the Michaelis-Menton

equation , i.e., V*r* or Km. Inhibitors are, therefore, classed

as competitive, noncompetitive or uncompetitive depending upcn

whether only the K¡n is changed or vmax or both of the para-

meters. (see, Cleland , L963a,brc,d).

Inthecaseofregulatoryenzymes,however,avarietyof

plots are obtained when velocity is measured as a function of

substrate concentration alone. In the presence of allosteric

effecbors these plots generally change their shape. Tn the

literature three main types have been described which can be

conveniently described under the f ollor,ving headings:

VS (r)



H'f d I Pl-ot of velocity versus substrate
concentration exhibited by Class I
allosteric enzymes. (Sigmoid Response)
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a)

1. siqmoid-Begppnsq (eig. r)

With this class of enzymes, the rate-substrate

concentration curve is sigmoid, i.ê., it shows a cooperative

behaviour . The shape of this curve (r'ig . f ) is changed

fundamentally in the presence of activators or inhibitors

in direct contrast to the non-regulatory enzymes. Thus, in

the presence of salUça-tinq concentrations of activator or

inhibitor, the originally sigmoid curve is converted to a

hyperbola. In the presence of l-ess than saturating

concentrations of an inhibitor, the curve becomes more

cooperative or more sígmoid in nature. For a birea.ctant

enzyme, i.ê., an enzyme having two substrates, both substrates

may or may not show cooperativity. One of the best understood

allosteric enzymes, Aspartate Transcarbamylase (etCase) from

E. coli (Gerhart and Pardee, L962, 1964), demonstrates this

behaviour. A velocity versus aspartate concentration curve is

sigmoid in this case. In the presence of ATP, the specific

activator, the curve becomes hyperbolic, but in the presence

of a specific ínhibitor, CTP, it becomes more sigmoidal. The

second sulcstrate, carbamyl phosphate in contrast, does not

exhibit any sigmoid response, although it is essential for

the lcinding of aspartate (Changeux, Gerhart and Schachman,
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L967). Similar results, barring details, have been obtained

for several other allosteric enzymes as shown in Table 1.

It is important to point out that exceptions to this

behaviour have been noted by Atkinson et al. (tg65 ) in ttre

case of isocitrate dehydrogenase from yeast and phospho-

fructokinase from E. C-gÀ¡ (etkinson and Walton, L965). In

both cases the allosteric activators are unable to convert

the cooperative curve for substrates into a hyperbola.

However, in most cases it is clear that both negative as well

as positive effectors change the apparent affinity of the

substrate without changing the V*.*.

The saturation curves of the effectors are

significantly different for al-l-osteric enzymes when compared

to the non-regulatory enzymes. fn the case of non-regulatory

enzymes, the velocity of the enzyme decreases in a hyperbol-ic

manner with the increasing concentration of inhiloitor at any

concentration of substrate. The behaviour with allosteric

enzymes is fundamentally different depending upon the

concentration of substrate" At low substrate concentrations

the inhibitor shows a hyperbolic response buL at high

substrate concentration the response is sigmoid. The opposite

holds f.or activators. Therefore. the saturation functions for
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strbstrate, inhibitor and activator are sigmoid. Monod et al"

(t965), whose theory will be discussed at J-ength 1ater, has

classified these interactions into two categories:

1) Homotropic interactions, where a single ligand shows

cooperative behaviour in the absence of al-1 others.

Z) Heterotropic interactions where interaction is seen

only in the presence of two ligands.

D TJ¡znarl¡n'l 'i n Paqn^nqêL. ¡¡V Vv!vv!!v *.""v"1jYY

a ) Substrate non-cooperativity (V system of Monod et .a1_. ,

L965)"

The enzvmes of this class show no homotropic inter-

actions of the substrate, i.e., the rate-concentration curves

are hyperbolic as in the case of non-regula-tory enzymes. In

the presence of an inhibitor or activator, the curves do not

change shape. However, very importantly, the inhibitor or

activator show homotropic or cooperative interaction. This

behaviour is typified by the enzyme fructose diphosphatase from

beef liver (raketa and Pogell, L965) and from frog muscl-e

(salas et al. , L964). In this case, the velocity versus

fructose diphosphate concentration curves are hyperbolic and

in the presence of a specific inhibitor, AMP, the curves

remain hyperbolic. The K* is unaltered in the presence of the
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effector but a change in V*-* occurs. However, the

inhibitor saturation curve is sigmoid. severa.l ot.her

examples of this class of enzymes are given in Table I.

h'l Effer'tor I'it',i.ihìfor or activator) dependent substratev ) !!lEU Uv!

cooperativitY.

In this class of enzymes, the substrate curve is

hyperbolic as in the (2") class of enzymes, but unlike the

Iatter, these curves become sigmoid in the presence of

inhibitors or activators, with a resultant K* change for

substrate with or \^/ithout a concomitpant change in v*-*. In

addition, both activators and inhibitors shor,v cooperativity.

Several enzvmes exhibit this behaviour as indicated in Table t.

? Sul-rstrate Activation

A few enzymes are known (fatrte 1) where the substrate

exhibits two Km 'val-Ltes. Generally, the effectors do not cause

a change in the rate-concenLration curves.

B. Desens LL:-zation and Dissociqlrcq

A second peculiaríty of allosteric enzymes is the

phenomenon of desensitLzaLion. The term desensitization refers

to a change of enzyme brought about by environmental- factors

which lead to the loss of both homotropic and heterotropic
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(-) represents inhibitors
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threonine deaminase

Enzyme

phosphofructokinase
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effectors

phosphorylase b

CTP
ATP
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Table 1 (continued)

fructose diphosphatase AMP (-) IIa

Enzyme

aspartokinase (fy=ine)

ATP -PRPP pyrophosphorylase

a *isopropylmalate synthetase

glycogen synthetase

L-glutamine D-fructose -6-
phosphate transaminase

dTDP-D-glucose
pyrophosphorylase

UDP-C-glucose dehydrogenase

PEP-carboxylase

Allosteric
effectors

/\lysrne ( -J ïIa

/\hrstrdine ( -) IIa

IIa

glucose -6-eo¡, (*) Ira

UDP-N-acetyl TIa
hexosamine (-)

d-TDP-L-rhamnose IIb
r-)

C l-as s

Takata and pogell (tg6S)
salas g^t_ af . (tg64)
Krebs (rye+)

stadtman 4. AL. (196r )
Patte and Cohen GgA+)

Martin (WAz)

Gross s!. a!. Gg6Z)

Traut and Lipmann ( fg6S )
Algranati and Cabib (tgøZ)

Kornfiel-d et_ -a!, (tg64)

Melo and Glaser (L965)

References
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Table 1 (continued)

homoserine dehYdrogenase
(R" rubrum)

aspartokinase
(np=, capsulatus )

Enzyme
Alloster ic
effectors

L-threonine (-)

threonine (-)
T

Iysrne

lv JeÞÞ

TTT

ITÏ

srurani 4. e1-. (1963 )
Datta sL aL" (1964)

Datta and Gest (f964)

References
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effects caused by substrate, inhibitors or activators.

Examining the case of aspartate transcarbamylase, Î.or

instance. Gerhart and Pardee (tg6Z) noted tha-t if the enzyme

wa-s heated to 60o C. or treated with urea or thiol-reagents

such as PCMB or other mercurial-s, it became desensitized to

the effect of the activator ATP and the inhibitor, CTP. The

cooperativity or homotropic interactj-ons of the substrate were

simultaneously lost. This effect was found to be due to the

dissociation of the enzvme into subuníts. Gerhart and

Schachman (W6f) nave shown that the native enzyme has a

molecul-ar weiqht of 300,0O0 correspondíng to an S val-ue of

about 12. In the presence of desensittzing agents the enzyme

dissociates into two types of subunits, one regula.tory (Z.BS)

and one catalytic subunit (¡.BS). Both the regulatory as well

as the catalytic subunits carry four binding sites (Ctrangeux,

Gerhart and Schachman, 1967). The regulatory subunit binds

only CTP and ATP while the catalytic subunit binds the

substrates or substraLe analogues. This remarkable

construction of an allosteric enzyme is uniquely restricted so

far to ATCase, despite claims to the contrary for some other

allosteric enzymes (Rosen qç- -A]-. , L966). Several other

enzymes have been desens :-Lized to the action of the effectors
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such as ptrosphoribosyl--ATP pyrophosphorylase (Martin , L962) ,

threonine deaminase of E. qoli (Changeux, 196I, L963),

homoserine dehydrogenase of R. rubrum (sturani et al. , L963;

Datta et al-. , 1964) fructose diphosphatase (Rosen et 41-. , 1966)

and PEP carboxylase (sanwal et il-. , L966).

In nearty all cases of desenstLization, the catalytic

activity is preserved, but the allosteric property is lost

which suggests a separa-te effector binding site on the enzyme.

Normally, desensi tization is not accompanied by changes in the

sedimentation velocity and molecular weight of the enzyme. In

some cases, however, the bi-nding of all-osteric ligands do

cause changes in sedimentation. This is the case \^7ith

homoserine dehydrogenase of R. rubrum where the activators

methionine and isoleucine as well as the substrate promote

dissociation and the inhibitor promotes aggregation (Oatta et

4. , L964) . In the case of deoxycytidytate dea-minase (vtatey

and Maley, L96)+), in the presence of substrate dCMP the enzyme

exhibits an S value of L-2, but in the presence of activator

dCTP, the enzyme becomes associated (Z-As¡. Similarly, it the

case of acetyl.-CoA carboxylase, the activator, citrate, callses

the enzyme to pclymerize (vagelos eL al-. , L963) . A

protein concentration dependent aggregaLion-deaggregation
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phenomenon brought about by various effectors has been described

also for bovine glutamate dehydrogenase (frieden and Colman, f96T).

It may therefore be concluded that desensitization is a

general phenomenon and must be accounted for by any kinetic

theory. Aggregation-deaggregation phenomenon do not appear to

be universal and mav or may not be connected with allostery

proper "

Iþe-essl€.-âL@

Several molecular mechanisms have been proposed to

explain all or most of the observed properties of the various

classes of al-losteric enzymes so far described..

A " A I 1qS!ela_c__ghe-9Ël¿

The most generalized theory so far proposed has been

that of Monod, Wyman and Changeux (t965) " The essential points

of this theory are:

1) Allosteric enzymes are sVI!!4g!råçe-L oligomers constituted

of identical protomers, which may vary in number from one

enzyme to another. A protein may consist of either one monomer

rn".9 te. . .(one polypeptide chain) or,.cónstituted of two or more monomers

(different chains) combined together. Thus for an oligomer of
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the constitution (craca) fil<e lactic dehydrogenase, o, is at

once a monomer as well as a protomer, but for an enzlzme like

aspartate transcarbamylase which is (cr4Ê4), a protomer is ("Ê)

constituted of two different monomers. The protomers which

may have no syrrunetry by themselves, however, gain symmetry

when associated in a polymer.

2) The protein oligomer exists in two or perhaps more

conformations (designated R and T) i" solution, and these are

in thermodynamic equil-ibrium (defined by a constant L) with

each other in the absence of liqands.

3 ) In each protomerLhere is exactly one site corresponding

to each ligand it is capable of binding, i.e., if an enzyme

has one substrate, one activator and one inhibitor, each

protomer carries three distinct and separate sites each binding

to its stereospecific ligand. The bindinq_ of anv one liqand iq

compl-etelv independent of bindinq of anv other. The binding

affinity for each ligand is different in each of the two states,

but for every protomer is the same in any given state.

t, \4) One of the states , ê.g., R is stabilized by substrate

and activator and the other state, ê.9., T is stabilized by

inhibitor. Therefore, each acts by displacíng the equilibrium

L to favour one or the other state. At saLurating concentration
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ôf i nhihì tor l-lraraf r¡ra ãl 1 enzvme is in
, 

q r¡v!

at saturating concentrations of activator

enzyme is all in state R.

5) For an enzyme which largely exists in the T form, for

example, binding of substrate to any protomer changes the

configuration of all protomers (bound or unbound) to state R.

It is thus an al-l-or-none process and is highly cooperative.

With these basic assumptions, it is possible to

analyze the interactions of such a model protein with a

single ligand (e) endowed. with differential- aff inity toward

the two accessible states. The states Ro and T6 are assumed

to be in equilibrium governed by the dissociation constant L,

commonly referred to as the "allosteric constant". Let Kr

and K¡ be the microscopic dissociation constants of a ligand

F bound to a stereospecific site, in the R and T states

respecbively. These dissociatj-on constants are the same for

all homologous sites in each of the two states. Assuming n

protomers and using the notation Ro, Rl-, RZ, etc. -------- Rn

and To, Tl, TZ, etc -- Tn to designate the complexes

involving 0, I, 2 , etc . n molecules of liga-nd the

following equations can be written:

the state T while

^r crr'lrq* ra'l-a {-hav! ÞuvÐ L! q LÇ , Lr-18
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Using the equilibrium equations and setting F/\ = c¿

and Kr,/\ = c by the binomial expansion the following

"function of state" is obtained:

ft=

fraction of sites actually bound by the ligand:

The "saturation function" can then be expressed as

/ .n-1 /- ,fl-l
y- = -:-ff-L") - - + f,co. (I r ccl) 

-t- \n l- , --lfl(l + ü/-- + r, \l + c'J)

The presence of the three sterecspecific ligands

substrate (s ) , act ivator (a ) and inhibitor (r ) will al-ter

these basic equations. Following the assumption given

previously, the saturation function for substrate in the

presence of activator and inhibitor may be written:

(¡)

(4)
n-'l lt

cr (1 + o) * L cu (1

(r + o)t + L' (r * cc)n

n -l+ ccr)-- - _

vLt
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(r)

where cL is defined as before and L' is an "apparent allosteríc

constant" defined as:
n

<'r--
LTT-^f .- = 

v

X" R6

çrÐ .Tt *where I o t, and lo *o stand respectively for the sum of the

different complexes of the T s'tate with I and of the R state

with A. Following the same derivation,

_lL=J, (r + Êa)n ¡t + "rre)n
(r+g)^(r*"f)"

with Ê = t/Ri and y = A/Ra where Ki and Ku stand for the

microscopic disscciation constants of inhibitor and activator

with the T and R states respectively.

Assuming, í'or example, that L is large ( > fO5) so

that the enzyme is largely in the T state and that the affinity

ratio of the substrate for T and R states is very 1ow (c < IO4),

equation (4) reduces to

v= (z\
...coo.. \¡ -/

L'+(r*o)t
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Since the affinity of the T state is very low for

substrate, the first molecules bind with difficulty, but

this binding converts the protomers to the R state which has

a high affinity for substrate. A sigmoid or cooperative

cuïve results; the degree of cooperativity obviously then

is dependent upon the values of n, L, and c. The modeI,

therefore, accounts for the homotropic cooperative effects

mentioned previously. In the presence of saturating leve1s

of activator, alt of the enzyme is converted.'to the R state

and the substrate shows no cooperativity since the substrate

binds to only one state having protomers with the same

affinity " At low sulostrate concentrations, the activator

shows pronounced cooperativity because it can bind with

different affinity to both the R state and T sLate which are

both present.

similarly, at high substrate concentrations, the enzyme

exists in the R state and I shows cooperativity because it

binds with difficulty to R, but once bound, converts the

enzyme to the T state which binds ínhibitor with high affinity.

Thus this model explains both the homotropic and heterotropic

cooperative effects exhibited by those enzymes giving the

sigmoid response mentioned previously (x system).
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Similarly, the so called v system (2") can be

explained by this model. The assumption is made that the

affinity of the R and T states is the same for the substrate

i.e. c = l and that only the R state is active i.e. the only

state capable of releasing products. Under these conditions

the saturation function (4) reduces to

c¿ F /ô\Y* = ( Õ,1

J+CLK--l-I.'

which is the form of the Michaelis-Menton equation (f)" Thus

initiat velocity patterns will be hyperbolic" An effector

has, however, differential- affinity for the R a-nd T states

and will always show cocperativity while the substrate will

h^+

Although Monod et al. , (t965) have not discussed Cfass

2b enzymes described before, the allosteric model- can easily

be extended to include these. The only assumption that has

to be made is that most of the enzyme is present in the R

Lstate (note that in the K system the enzyme is considered to

be present primarily in the T state ), i.e., a state of high

affinity for the substrate " With this assumption it is easy

to see that the rate-concentration curve for substrate will
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be hyperbolic but will become sigmoid in the presence of an

inhibitor for which the R state represents a state of low

affinity. The cooperativity would result simply Ìcy a

displacement of the R to the T state by the inhibitor.

Desens íLlzation can be easily understood by this model-

and is the only model which does explain this phenomenon.

Desensitization as previously described leads to the

conversion of sigmoid kinetics to hyperbolic kinetics and

to loss of effect of activators and inhibitors. According to

this model, Ioss of interactions would follow from any

structural alteration that would make one of the two states

(n or f) virtually inaccessible. Thus, limiting the model

to only one state woul-d result in loss of both homotropic and

heterotropic interactions .

The observations on several allosteric proteins

(etkinson *- ê1., L965a,b; Atkinson , 1966) appear to be

inconsistent with the simple exclusive binding predicted by

this model. Further predictions have been derived for the

general case in which both the postulated states of an

allosteric protein bind a specified ligand wíth significant

but unequal aff inity i.e. non-exclusive binding (nuf in and

Changeux, L966) " In particular, the non-exclusive binding of
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one or more of the ligands i.e., substrate, inhibitor, or

activator is expected to introduce limits orr:

l) The extent to which the equilibrium between the

conformational states of the protein may be shifted in their

presence;

2) the degree of cooperativity in the saturation of each

Iigand (as measured by the Hill coefficient);

3 ) the extent of cooperative or antagonistic interactions

among the various liga-nds (partial and multivalent ef fects ) .

In order to measure the cooperativity of a saturatron

curve, the eguations for characterLzl-ng the binding of oxygen

to hemoglobin have been generally employed (Brown and Hill,

L9æ) " At any degree of saturation, the binding of a ligand

s to a protein is given by an equation of the type

K
rInQu ¡ rru 

--7 

ru¡:

which by suitable manipulation yieltls:

ESn
log E

Y
l aa 

-_-: 
=rvY'l_v

!
nlogS log K

^4 
'l nnv! LvY

was the

\ -- ' - -
), .hll-II

(ro )

Plotting Log V/I -Y as a function

\^ias the partiat pressure of oxygen and Y

function of hemogl-obin i.e" , Tlboz
ifb + IilcO2

P (where P

saturation

obtained an



Tt is obvious that n = I when cl = 0 or The maximum

val-ue of rtrìrr termed flmax is obtained from d"n",/do, - 0" This

derivative obtains a relation between L and the va.lue cx¡n¿3 for

which rrrì rr = Ðmax.

approximate value for n. By analogy, this equation is

applied to any allosteric protein by plotting log cL as a

function of Log Y/I -? from equation (f)" The slope of the

curve gives rtTf tr (for c = O) :

Y
,,ht, = d (r"q r-EL = r + _(" - r) "=_d (rog a) (r + cx) L + (r + cr)n -r

and,

hmax= 1+
(l -L d rfl\r ' úmax,

Rubin and Changeux (tge1) nave introduced a further

parameter for the measurement of the effects of heterotropic

ligands; the sulcstrate ccncentration required for half

saturation ("1/Z). In terms of the al-losterÍc model, the

following relation between tl/Z and L' may be derived by

D7

( 11)

(tp\

(13 )

L - (r + ümax)t-t 
t(r, -r) 

. *max - t]



replacing Ys by t/2 in equation (4) 
"

L, = _"t/z_:_r_ , L + ot/z )t-1I + ay/2c '1 + "dL/Z 
/

(y + ¡Ê)^T.r = T. . \- 

--

*o (r + Ê)t

AccordingLy, 1og at/Z is a sigmoid function of log L'

when the value of c is greater than 0. By plottitg .*-, as

a function of log L', a sigmoid line is obtained if c = 0,

i.e", complete excl-usive binding. The deviation from this

line allows the determination of the degree of non-exclusive

binding in a given case. Similarly, the importa.nce of non-

exclusive binding can be determined from a plot of n*-* as a

function of 1og dt/Z ( fZ ) .

The degree of non-exclusive binding may be determined

in still another way. The variation of the equilibrium

constant L' with the concentration of e.9", acLÍvator, conforms

to the equation

C-\J.

lilr)

(6)

with Ð = A/Ra and b - K¡(e)/xt(a)

By plotting the nth root of L' as a function of A

according to the equation



a straight line is obtained at low values of A if the value

of b is negligible, i.e., only exclusive binding is present"

This line intersects the abscissa at a point corresponding to

-R-(n\ which is a measure of the affinity of a particular

state for activator. The deviation of the line from linearity

allows the calculation of the factor b, the degree of non-

exclusive binding "

Similartv. at a constant substrate concentration, the

presence of activa-tor or inhibitor modifies the initial

velocity by changing the value of the equilibrium R + T. In

a perfect K system, it was previously shown that

r'1 'l-LÊ.
-L=!-=Lt¿

n.[T n¡r" 1+bÊ
VV

Vm l+cr, l+cc

In the particular case where c lvas ne91i9ib1e this

equation reduced to

)a

(rr)

(¡)

v = ---q-- F
Vm 1+0,

Defining V as the maximum velocity obtained in .uhe



presence of

v/v = R with

a given concentration of substrate

f-V - ct./I + a,. V¡n and

one oþËar_ns

30.

n
l'1 + Rì
\L_,' -Jl- . ^\nlI f pÞ/

l't -L -\n (-t + gln
$ aJ rry =L (r + bÊ)"V-v I -R

This equation is
/-- | : /-root or v/v v (= f(,/l

concentration (e or Ê)

R
L(")

. (16)

nthbest represented by plotting the

- R) as a function of the affector

according to the equation

(r + Ê) (tzìl

with the assumption again that b is negJ-igible. If b is not

negligible, the l-ines will become non-Iinear indicating non-

exclusive binding and the factor b may be determined as before.

Representation of results by equations (ff and fT) allows a

simple determination of the affinity constants for any

activator or inhibitor and afso the degree of non-exclusive

binding involved" Such representation has been attempted in

the case of phosphofructokinase of E. coli (etangy, L967) "

The question may now be asked whether or not the

cooperative properties oloserved in kinetic analysis always

reflect an isomerization process of the enzyme, i.e., the

V
V-V

t
t,(.tXl
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different conformations of the enzyme in equilibrium. In

themajorityofcasesintheliterature,thecooperative

properties of enzymes are observed by the initial velocity

measurements of enzyme reactions. The observed effects of

activators and inhibitors thus occurs in a steady-state

system rather than an equilj-lcrium state' It may therefore

be hazardous to apply an equilibrium scheme such as 'bhat of

Monod gF_ a1_. (lg6>) to interpret a system in a steady-state.

In all steady state systems which deviate considerable

from .bhermodynamic equilibrj.um, it is possible to obta-in a

cooperativebindingcurveofligandXwithoutitbeing

necessarytoconsideraninteractionbetweendifferent

acceptor sites for x" consider a macromolecule containing

only one site for the ligand X, but existing in tt¡¡o

conformationat states A and B.

KI
^ -¿- A \.¡ê 

-'-7

il ¡|
K^ {l 1l K,,-=lv lr +

B-BX
K3

In the case of true equilibrium (i<1i<rxrt<4 = f ), no

cooperativity of the b inding of X can be observed . Tf ,

under the influence of some externaf force, at least one of
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the equilibrium constants is disturbed, the product

K1K2K3KI¡ * 1 and the system no longer exhibits anv

equilibrium. There can loe however a steady state in which

there is a constant reaction round the square in one sense

oT the other maintained by a constant suppty of energy, by

binding of substrate or rel-ease of product, for instance.

Under these conditions one can demonstrate that the binding

nr y m.ar¡ ba oxnressed I if the rate constants are suitablyv! l! llrqJ ve vzry! \ *-

chosen) ¡V a HilI coefficient approaching 2, as if the

macromolecule had two sites for the ligand X. The expression

for the ratio of bound to unbound enzyme forms becomes

AX+BX
I_Y A+B (rB )

and the resulting equation

following form:

interms of rate constants has the

Y

Y
1 _V

¿;*bx
(le )c+dx

Higher values for the Hill coefficient can moreover be

obtained if the number of conformational states of the enzyme

are increased or the nurnber of sites are increased. Such a

model could be appl-ied to several bimolecular reactions so
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far studied. A careful kinetic study of the enzyme with

several substrates is 'then necessary to affirm that the

kinetic cooperativity reflects a change in enzyme

conformation.

Several al-ternate mechanisms have been proposed to

account for the siqmoidal saturation curves.

B. Induced-fit Theorv

For the cl-assical case of oxygen binding to hemoglobin,

Adair (WZf) suggested a mechanism involving four consecutive

bimol-ecular steps with successively increasing affinity for

the ligand. This mechanism may be expressed by the following

equilibrium steps

P + ¡+ --s- \JÃ

;Ä -Ã =q-s- ;å2

'*.,¿ -..3

sÀ3+A 

-rA4where A represents oxygen and P, QA, M2, SA3 and TA4 represent

dif ferent forms of the enzyme. During each bind.ing a dj-screte

conformational change was assumed to take place. No attempt

was made by Adair (t9Z>) to bring in the concept of the subunit
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structure of the protein molecule.

Koshland et al. (tg66) have applied the "induced fit"

hypothesis to explain the cooperative sa.turation curves

obtained ín allosteric enzyme systems. This theory postulates

that in the free state, the enzyme does not possess active

sítes, but that the presence of substrate and its interaction

with the protein creates these sites.

Assuming a tetrameric free enzyme A4 (see Fig. 2) the

prediction is made that the binding of a molecule of substrate

(S) induces the formation of a hybrid structure A3BS where B

represents the subunit (e) having undergone a conformational

change by the binding of S. This hybrid now possesses a

greater stability than the form A¿1 and the binding of the

second molecule of substrate giving AZBZSZ is found to be

easier, the same process being repeated for each of the

following states. On the other hand, the staloility of

structures of the type AiBn-i and those states of B not having

bound substrate are assumed weak, i.e., all of the hybrid

states of the type A3B AB3: as welf as the forms

B4S 8453, are present in negligible quantities. fn

considering only the sequence

A4 + (a.e)s + (arer)s2 3 (ae3)s3 e7 (e+)s+



Fig. 2. Binding of substrate (S) to a tetrameric
enzyme. (a) and (g) represent two different
conf ormationa.l states of the subunit.

according to the al_losteric model of
Monod g[_ "af_. , 1965.

according to the "induced fit" model
of Koshl-and et_ È1_, , 1966.
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Koshland et .af.. (1966) have accounted for the cooperative

properties of the hemoglobin-oxygen system.

Atkinson eL aI-" (tg6=) have proposed an important

model- for ligand interactions which differs significantly

from the modet of Monod eL ef.. (lg6S). The model which may

be considered as an extension of the 'induced fit' theory

of Koshland e! a.l-. (t966) is based on the Hill equation for

the binding of oxygen to hemoglobín.

v
o Ior]"

1 + K forl"L --J

= fraction of sites

tion constant, and n

sites ). An analogou

til-ized.

(where y

dissocia

binding

\9) r-s u

(eo )

bound by oxygen,

is the number of

s equation derived

K is a complex

interacting

from equation

!(=

(where E is the concentration of free enzyme, S is the

substrate concentration, Sni is the complex of n molecules of

S per molecule of E and K is a complex dissociation constant,

the product of the n dissociation consLants of the separate

(pt\t"l tqll
ESn

binding steps ), It is assumed in this analysis that
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a) the reaction ESn-l + S -T ESn is the only rate

limiting step.

b ) the concentration of all ES ccmplexes involving less

than n molecules of S are negligibly small (ot, in rapid

equilibrium). This is shown to be possible mathematically

when the binding of s is "sufficíently cooperative", i.e.,

when the value of the dissociation constants decrease for

each successive S mol-ecule bound. Under the above conditions,

v = n(nsn)

vmax = (kst)

(where k is the rate constant, v is the reaction rate, Vm-x

is the rate at S saturating and E¡ is the total enzyme

concentration ) .

SinceE=Er-ESn

vmax
À

kE=Vmr*-V

z^rflIL_| -^ \I F:Slt I

r ttgrl
E Vmax_v K

and, log --- 
i

Vmax - v
= nlogs logK Qz)
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Plots of l-og v/V - v versus log S yield straight

Iines of slope = n. The slope of the lines is considered

to be a function bo'th of the number of interacting sites

per molecule and of the "strength" of the interactions.

Calculations of "interaction factors" (measuring the

dependence of n on the strength of site interactions) are

based on the assumptions:

a) Binding of one substrate molecule facilitates binding

of others.

b) The intrinsic dissociation constants for substrate from

all sites are esual 
"

\ -.c) Binding at any site has ihe same effect on all unbound

sites.

d) The rate of reaction of each complex is proporti-onal to

the number of substrate molecules bound.

The mode1, in effect, states that the complex relationships

found between substrates and modifiers in several enzvme

systems are caused by progressive changes in ligand site

interaction, i.e., the binding of a ligand at one site could

either increase or decrease the affinity of a ligand at a

second site, which can in turn affect the binding of a ligand

at the third site. and so on.



some attempts have been made to distinguish between

the various proposed models for cooperative ligand binding

in several systems. Notably, Kirschner et al. (t966) have

attempted temperature-jump relaxation studies on the

allosteric transition in the glyceraldehyde-l-phosphate

dehydrogenase of yeast. Although the error timits of the

method are high (o Z5/ù, the authors have interpreted their

results to indicate:

1) The apo-enzyme exists in two tetrameric conformations

only.

Z) The dissociation constants of 'the various binding sites

on each isomer are identical and independent of each other -

3 ) The cooperativity between the subunits appears to be

so high that the structural transition is an a-l]-or-none

phenomenon.

4) Very importantly, no evidence could be found for hybrid

states of the tYPe R3T, etc..

The conclusion l¡/as, therefore, reached that only the

model of Monod e!- .aI-. (tg6S) f ittea tfre results obtained with

this enzyme.

Det.ailed kinetic and physicat-chemical studies of

allosteric enzymes such as aspartate transcarbamylase (Changeux,
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Gerhart and schachman, L967 ) and phosphofructokinase of

E. çofi- (etangy, L967) have supported the model proposed

by Monod et g!. (1g6il. However, at this time, none of the

propcsed models can be considered as a general model capable

of explaining the kinetics of all allosteric enzymes.

Modifications of both major models may be introduced to

explain the exceptions in K systems so far observed. For

exa-mple, Lhe model of Monod e.þ-.ÊI. (1g65) may be amplif ied

by the abandonment of the pcstulate of the independence of

identical binding sites. similarty the model of Koshland

eE- g1-. Gge6) could be modif ied by permitting the ligand to

bind to both conformations of the enzyme'

ontheotherhand,thepossibilityexiststhatjust

as "c1assical" non-regulatory enzymes obey various mechanisms

(ordered, random, ping-poh9: etc. ), different allosteric

enzymes may also follow a variety of mechanisms, it which case

detailed steady-state kinetic and equilibrium binding study

will be necessary to postulate these mechanisms.

Kinetics_ and ptfie penvaroqenase from

Various Sources.

Early studj-es on isocitrate metabolism in yeast
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revealed the presence of two isocitrate dehydrogenases

(Kornberg and pricer , L95L). One of these utilized NADP

as the coenzyme whereas the other required NAD as the

coenzyme.

The NADP requiring enzyme ccrresponded in properties

to the enzyme then known to occur in various animal tissues,

plants and microorganlsms. The most popular source of the

highly purified enzyme was pig heart (Ochoa, 1948), and as a

result the most detailed studies of the properties of the

enzyme have been from this source. The NADP-specific

isocitrate dehydrogenase catalyzed the oxidatj-ve

decarboxyla.tion of isocitrate to cr,-ketoglutara'te (eAter 4 ¿1-.,

L939) and in the reverse direc'tion, the decarboxylatíon of

oxalsuccinate (ochoa, l94B) and the reductÍon of oxalsuccinate

to isocitrate (ochoa , L94B).

The NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase from all

sources so far investigated catalyzed the oxidative

decarboxylation of isocitrate to o,-ketoglutarate " In contrast

to the }üADP-dependent enzyme, the NAD-requiring enzyme cannot

catalyze the decarboxylation or reduction of oxalsuccinate or

the reductive carboxylation of ci-ketoglutarate. As a resul't,

the NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase is believed to be
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primarily responsible for the oxidation of threo-D=-isocitrate

(Ernster and NavazLo, L95T; Kaplan et e-L. , L956)' An

additional difference between the two enzyme forms was the

requirement of the NAD-specific enzyme for an additional

cofactor, adenosine-!' -phosphate. The enzymes from yeast

(Kornberg and Pricer , L95L) and Asperqilluå n:bgf

(Ramakrishnan and Martin, L955) were fcund 'to have an absolute

requirement for this cofactor. The NAD-requiring enzymes from

animal sources, Ac-etqþactqr .Êg{-i- (nao, L955) and pea seedlings

(oavies, L955) are apparently not affected by AMP'

A possible regulatory role of AMP was postulated by

Hathaway and Atkinson (1963) working with the NAD-specific

isocitrate dehydrogenase from yeast. Adenytic acid was found

not to be required for enzyme activity but affected markedly

the rate of the reaciion under some conditions. The authors

noted that the AMP effect was a function of isocitrate

concentration, i.e", at fow levels of isocitrate, the presence

of AMP appeared to be an absolute requirement for activity,

but at high isocitrate (> 0.7 mM) only slight stimulation by

AMP was obtained. The authors also observed that the enzyme

\^/as activated bv citrate in the absence of AMP. f t was

concluded that the reaction catalyzed by the yeast enzyme was
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unusually complicated in terms of interactions between

substrates and activators. In general, âfl increase in

concentration of any component of the reaction appeared

to decrease the quantity of one or more other components

required for half saturation. The suggestion was made that

the enzyme contained two effectively different sites; the

reaction site at which the catalysis actually occurred and

an activating site which had to be occupied by isocitrate,

AMP or citrate in order that the reaction site would be

active "

The activity of lGD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase

from ivç_prgÞp-gLÈ gl?såÈ was found to be controlled by precllrsor

activation and end product inhibition (Sanwal qt- gL. , 1963).

The enzyme, purified approximately 100 fo1d, was activated by

citrate, a precursor, and inhibited by a-ketoglutarate, ttre

end product. The enzyme \,vas found not to obey cl-assical

Michael-is-Ment,en kinetics at its pH optimum of 7.6. Sanwal

et_ -¿L. , (1963) suggested that the enzyme contained two sites

for isoCitrate, a "regulatory" site and an "aCtiVe" Site. At

pH 6.! the enzyme obeyed cl-assical Michaelis-Menten kinetics

in the presence of saturating concentrations of AMP, suggesting

that the regulatory site had apparently become "ncn-functional"
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No activation or inhibition by citrate and a-ketoglutarate

was found at pH 6.5, suggesting that this effect occurred

only at the regulatory site. The authors proposed that since

citrate activated the enzyme at low physiological levels, the

"precursor activation" could have some importance in the

regulation of ce11 metabolism.

A more detailed study of the NAD-specific isocitrate

dehydrogenase from N. -æ- was attempted by the same authors

(Sanwal et_ È1_. , L964). The enzyme was found to be most actíve

at a pH of T .4-T .8, a pH aL which sigmoidal curves of velocity

versus isocitrate concentration were obtained. As previously

reported, the same curves became hyperbolic at pH 6.4 (Sanwal

et- -a1-. , L963) .

Two possÍble explanations were presented:

f ) et least two molecules of isocitrate participated in

the reaction at pH T .6, but only one molecule of isocitrate

at pH 6.4.

2) This was not a true bimolecular reaction, but there was

some type of interaction between homologous substrate sites,

as in the case of the binding of oxygen to hemogl-obin

discussed previouslY.

Normal Michaelis-Menten plots of velocity versus
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srrbstrate were observed when NAD was varied, both at pH f .6

and 6.4 in the Presence of AMP.

The effect of AMP on the enzyme was tested and

activation was noted, although the Km was dependent upon the

concentratron of isocitrate as previously reported with the

yeast NAD-specific isocj-trate dehydrogenase (nathaway and

Atkinson , L963). From the results obtained, the authors

suggested that AMP did not participate in the reaction by

direct i-nteraction with substrates or other cof actors. The

activator AMP was suggested to function by causing intra-

molecular changes in i-socitrate dehydrogenase.

A more detailed examination of the specificity of the

allosteric and active sites was then undertaken (Stachow and

Sanwal , L965), using a highly purified enzyme preparation.

The enzyme was found to be activated by citrate, âs previously

shown, and also by erythro-L"-isocitrate at pH 7.6; this

effect being 'competitive' with the substrate threo-D=-

isocitrate . The enzyme olceyed classical Michaelis-Menten

kinetics, and activators had no effect on the velocity of the

reaction at pH 6 "5.

It was suggested that the enzyme had aL .l-ggç'f two

sites, one specific active site which bound only threo-D=-
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isocitrate and at least one other al-losteric site which

bound citrate, erythro-Ls-isocitrate, o-ketoglutarate and

glutamate. Binding of the latter two compounds led to an

inhibitj-on of enzyme activity. As had been shown previously

(sanwal g! -41-. , 1964), the requirement for AMP for the

activation of the enzyfne was dispensable in the presence of

high citraLe concentrations. Adenylic acid appeared tc

increase the affinity of both the allosteric and active sites 
"

It was suggested that citrate could effect the enzyme

activity on the basis of confoirnational changes in the enzyme

structure, as oppcsed to monomer-polymer interactions as

repcrted for other enzymes such as acetyltoA carboxylase

(Vagelos et_ ÈL., f963) and glutamate dehydrogenase (Cote and

Frieden, 1967) 
"

NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase was studied from

[sge-lg-L!!W gi-g.gË- and ,Asjce-qql1-lga åL¿lgå (cnan et Èl-" , L965)

and was found in both cases to be allosteric in nature

similar to the case of isocitrate dehydrogenase of NgtrLq¡poæ

såe-Ëe_"

Hathaway, Smith and Atkinson (t965) presented detailed

kinetic data on the isocitrate dehydrogenase of yeast and

proposed a model- for the mode of action of this errzyme, which
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is as follows:

a) The results of interaction between substrate and

effectors are attributed to modified dissociati-on constants.

b) Binding of isocitrate at any site decreases the

dissociation constant for isocitrate at other sites by a

factor of 20.

c) Binding of NAD at a catalytic site decreases the

dissociation constant for isocitrate bv a factor of 20 at

that site only, i.e., NAD interactions are indirect, mediated

by the effect of isocitrate binding.

d) Binding of AMP at a regulatory site decreases the

dissociation constant for isocitrate at all four sites by a

factor of 5. AMP has no effect on isocitrate interactions.

e) Citrate can bind at any isocitrate site, is a

competitive inhibitor of isocitrate at catalytic sites, and

has the same effect on other parameters as does¡lSitrate.

The order of the reaction. n, \^/as determined from the

Hill equation as previously described and was found to be 3.9

for isocitrate and L"T-2"O for NAD, Mg** and AMP. The

conclusion was reached that the isocitrate dehydrogenase

molecule probably has two catalytic sites, binding isocitrate,

¡..JfNAD, and Mgtr; two regulatory sites binding isocitrate, and
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two regulatory sites binding AMP.

In calculating the overall kinetic order of the

reaction, the assumptions of the Hill equation are presumed

to hold. Since n = 4,

vl = k (ns4a2o2ur)

l¡ô: E_ryDtMt_
K

(where K is the overalf dissociation constant, S is isocitrate

concentration, A is AMP concentration, D is NAD concentration

and M is magnesium concentration). As predicted by this

equation, eleventh order kinetics are obtained in experiments

on dilute systems.

predictions from the model previously described (see

Historical, General) appear to correspond to experimental

results for the case of isocitrate dehydrogenase from yeast.

However, as the authors themselves state, some of the

assumptíons on which the model is based seem unlikely, i.e.,

the assumption that both catalytic and regulatory sites have

the same dissociation constant for isocitrate. A more serious

fault is the questionable validity of the HiIl equation as it

applied to mechanisms about which few facts are known (see

Discussion ) .
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Chemlcals

Reduced and oxidized NAD, AMP, calcium phosphate gel

and DBAE-cellulose were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company.

Dithiothreitol and D=L=-isocitric acid were obtained from

Calbiochem. Corporation. Threo-D=L=-isocitric acid and

threo-D=-isocitrate were generous gifts of Dr' H" B. Vickery

(Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station.), Crystallíne

enzymes were purchased from Boehringer and Soehne (Cermany) 
"

Sephadex resins were obtained from Pharmacia (sweden).

Scintillation grade chemicals \^iere obtained from the Packard

Instrument Company and Nuclear Enterprises (Winnipeg, Canada).

Reagent grade chemicals were routinely used and were obtained

from various conunercial sources.

þêioi1otçggå

Nicotinamide -7-cI4 and sodium isocitrate -5r6al4 t"t"

obtained from New England Nuclear Corporation (eoston)" Sodium

citrate -5 16114 tt" obtained from Calbiochem, Corporation.
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a
Adenylic acid-HJ was obtained from Schwartz Bioresearch

(orangeburg, New York) 
"

Genetic Strains

fsocitrate dehydrogenase was isolated routinelr' 'Frnm

the wild-type strain STA-4 of Ne-Erqspora gra.g-g.e-. The strain

\^/as originally obtained from the cul-ture collection of the

Fungal Genetics Stock Centre located at Dartmouth College,

Hew Hampshire. Stock cultures of this strain of \leurogpoqg

crassa \^7ere maintained on agar slants of Neurospora Culture

Agar (ealtimore Biological Laboratories, Inc. ) "

c¿og!þ._þ-{r_Éoæ_

The basic arowth medium used for culturing Nggrospaåe-

cressa was Vogel's medium-N (vogel,7956). The stock solution

of medium-N contained: Sodium citrate, LzO 9m, potassium

dihydrogen phosphate (anhydrous), 2JO gm, ammonium nítrate,

100 gm, M9SO4 .THZO, 10 gm, CaCI2"ZH2O, J gm, trace element

solution, 5 m1 and O "OI% biotin, 2"5 ml dissolved in glass-

distill-ed water to yield a final volume of 1OO0 ml " Chloroform

(¡"0 mt/l) was added as preservative. The trace element
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solution consisted of : citric acid, ! 9m, ZnSo\'[HZo, 5 9r,

FeSO4.flH2O, ! 9m, CuSO4.5HZO, O.2 9fl, IttinSO4'HzO, 0"05 9fl,

anhydrous H3Bo3 , O.O5 9m, and Na2Moo4.zHZo, O.O5 9m, dissolved

in 1OO ml of gl-ass distilled water. The stock solution was

diluted fifty-fold with glass distilled water and supplemented

with tfie appropriate sucrose concentration before inoculation.

Conidia from stock cultures of wild type (sra- ) were

gro!\in in 25O ml flasks on medium-N Special Nobel agar at ZBo C

in the dark until abundant hyphal formation was evident" The

cultures were then exposed to light for conidiation. Conidia

were washed off the agar with sterile deionized water, passed

asceptically through four layers of gaaze to remove hyphal

fragments and washed three times by alternate centrifugation

and suspension in water.

Erlenmeyer flasks of lO0 ml capacity, containing lOO ml
a

diluted medium-N, \^zere inoculated with approximately 5 x 10"

conidia and grown at e8o c for the required length of time.

Vigorous aeration was accomplished on a New Brunswick rotary

shaker. The resulting cells \^/ere harvested by filtration

through two layers of cheesecloth and repeatedly washed with

distilled water. The cel1s were pressed dry between paper

towels and used for the preparation of cel-l-free enzyrne
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extracts.

Large quantities of mycelia for enzyme purification

were obtained loy inoculating conidia into fifteen liter

carboys containing ten liters of medium-N supplemented with

the appropriate carbon source. Aeration was achieved by

forcing sterile air through the medj-um. Carboys were

incubated at a8o c for 48 hours. The mvcelial mass lvas

harvested in the usual- manner. washed. and excess water

removed by wrapping the mycelia in cheesecfoth and passing

it through a washing machine'r,;ringer. The squeeze-dried mat

was then lyophilized, ground into a fine powder by means of

a Waring Blender and stored at -2Oo c in tightly seal-ed

containers. The lyophilized powder could be stored

indefinitely without loss of NAD-specific isocitrate

dehydrogenase activity"

E¿@

In preliminary purification studies utilizing small

quantities of mycelia (f-fO gm wet weight), the cells were

disrupted and the enzyme was extracted by grinding according

to the method of Sanwal and Lata (f96f), For the extraction

of large quantities of NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase,
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the lyophilized cells vüere suspended in 0.2 M Tris-acetate
)r

buffer , pïi 7 ,6 containing lo-'t M EDTA and 1O-- M dithiothreitol

(f gm of powder in 15 ml of buffer). The suspension was

mechanically stirred for one hour at 40 c. The cell debris

was removed by centrifugation at 1/rO00 x g for L5 minutes.

The supernatant solution constituted the crude enzyme extract.

egs_èy Pro_cedure_

In crude extracts, the enzyme activity was estimated

by coupling the reaction to the reduction of dichlorophenol-

indophenol with diaphorase " T'l:e f ollowing components were

added to a cuvette of f,0 crn light path; 5OO pmoles Tris-

acetate buffer, pH 7.6, 1.! ¡lmoles NAD, .53 ¡rmoles

dichlorophenol-indophenol, 2 ¡rmoles AMP, 10 pmoles MgC12, 2.5

¡-lmoles sodium isocitrate, an excess of diaphorase, a suitable

diluLed enzyme preparation and water to give a final volume of

I,O ml. The reaction was initiated by the addition of the

enzyme and the decrease in absorbancy was measured at 6OO m¡1,

over a two minute p,eriod.

With purífied preparations of the enzyme, the assay

mixture contained 500 ¡rmoles Tris-acetate buffer, pH 7.6,

L.5 prmoles NAD, 2 ¡rmoles AMP, l0 ¡rmoles M1C12, 2.1 ¡lmoles
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sodium threo-Dsls-isocitrate and enzyme plus water to give

a final volume of 3.0 mI. The reaction was initiated by

the addition of enzyme and the initial rate of increase of

absorloance was measured at 340 rqr, All sol-utions were

initially adjusted to pH 7 .6. Assays were carried out on a

Gilford Model 2000, recording spectrophotometer. The

reference cuvette contained al-l components of the reaction

mixture except isocitrate.

One unit of enzyme activity is defined as the amount

causing an increase in absorbance of O"0Ol per minute at 340

mp. Specific activity is expressed as units per milligram

of protein. Protein concentration was determined by the

colorimetric method of Lowry gL È1-. (tg>t) using twice

crystallized serum albumin as standard.

Xir:e@

All kinetic studies were performed with a Gil-ford

Model 2000 optical density converter connected to a Beckman-DU

monochromator and a ten inch self-balancing servo-recorder

with a multiple chart drive. Absorbancy changes in tlæ presence

of NADH as inhibitor of the enzymatic reactiorr were recorded
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after "lolanking-out" the original absorbance. Reduced and

oxidized NAD and AMP were prepared just before use and kept

at Oo C throughout the experiment. The reaction mixture,

lacking enzyme, was preincubated to 25-260 C before the

addition of enzyme. The recorder curves \^/ere extrapclated

to zero time and the slopes were taken as initial velocities.

The reaction was linear for at least two minutes. Small

velocity changes were recorded using the full scale

sensitivity of the recorder between the optical densities of

O.1 and 0.2.

an ely s iE__ o €._$:pe t_fe_P a ! a

Al-l- kinetic data were processed according to Cleland

(t963d) , using an IBM 1650 digital computer. The nomenclature

of reaction mechanisms and description of kinetic constants

used in this worl< was also that proposed by Cleland (fç6¡a).

After preliminary plots were made of the data in the reciprocal

form (plots of l/v versus f/S), iterative least-square fits

were made to equation (23) when the reciprocal plots were

believed to be straight lines.

VS
v-

K+S /ral
\LJ 'I



When the reciprocal plots were parabolas, equation

(24) was used.

,ro 2= _.---_;
a+2bS+S-

hn

(24)

In some cases where the data indicated a cubic function,

equation (25) was used.

3
VS"

a+bs+cs2+s3 Qs)

Replots of slopes or intercepts obtained from these

analysis were made against inhibitor concentration to determine

the nature of the inhibition. Also replots of slopes or inter-

cepts were made against the reciprocal of the concentration of

the non-varied substrate in initial velocity studies. The

replots lvere fitted, when appropriate (clelana, L963d), to a

straight. line, y -- ax * b, or a parabola, y = a + bx * "*2,
using weighting factors supplied by the first fits to equation

(23) or (24). Appropriate fits were then made, wherever

possible, to an overall rate equation describing the observed

type of inhibition , or the proper initial velocity pattern.

In particular, data were fitted in the case of linear competitive

inhibition to equation (26),
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VS

K (r + t/:xi) o s (26)

in the case of linear non-competitive inhibition to equation

(zr )

VS

K (r + t/:r.i) + s (r + t/x¡i) (zr)

in the case of linear uncompetitive inhibition to equation (ZB)

VS

K + s (r + t/xi) (28 )

and, finally, in the case of S-parabolic T-linear non-

competitive inhibition to equation (29)

VS

K (r + t/r.¡i + t2 /niÐ + s (r * t/xri)
(2e)

The value of inhibition constants were obtained

together with standard errors of their estimates from overall

fits to these equations.

Disc Ele_ctrophoresiå

Disc electrophoresis was performed as described by
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Ornstein and Davis (preprint from Distillation Products

Industry, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y. ), using Tris-

glycine buffer pH 8.3. Sofutions of IO0-2OO ¡-Lg of protein

\.dere routinely applied onto the polyacrylamide ge1.

Concentration of protein solutions was achieved by vacuum

dialysis or by precipiLation of the protein in BOft ammonium

sulfate followed by dialysis to remove excess ammonium

crr'l €={-a

Molecular Weiqht Determinations

Molecular \^/eight determinatíons of the enzyme were

carried out by the sucrose density gradient method described

by Martin and Ames (1961). A 4-2O/" sucrose gradient was

prepared in ! m1 lusteroid Spinco centrifuge tubes using cold
| ^ -a) ^ \ -(O-5" C ) sucrose solutions dissolved in 0"05 M pctassium

phosphate buffer, pH 7.6. The sample solutions (O.e mI) were

then carefully layered on the top of the gradients and the

tubes were centrifuged for 12 hours at 39,000 rpm in a S^739L

rotor (moaet L spinco).

The deceleration of the rotor was not braked. The

bottom of the tubes was pierced and two drorr fractions were

collected. The fractions were then assayed for enzvme activitv
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as previously described. Marker proteins such as malÍc

dehydrogenase or alcohol dehydrogenase were routinely used.

Analyti_c al Ultr aceryLLi fuq at ioq

An estimation of homogeneíty and size of the purified

NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase was attempted by use

of a Spinco Model E Analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with

Schlieren optics. Protein concentrations ranging from l-6

mg/mL in 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5 were

routinely used. All experiments were attempted at 40 C at

60,O00 rpm with photographs taken at B minute intervals.

s pe c tr of Lu or o&e_tr i qêq¿18_a E-

Spectrophotofluorometric quenching studies were carried

out after the method of Velick (fg¡B). The fl-uorescence of

the enzyme \ivas measured in an Aminco-Bowman Spectrofluorometer

equipped with a 4t6-992 Xenon lamp and an Electro Instruments

flat-bed X-Y recorder " Purified NAD-specific isocitrate

dehydrogenase was concentrated and dialyzed at 40 C for three

hours against 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5,

containing 1O-4 EDTA and IO-4 M dithíothreitol. The dialyzed

enzyme, âs wetl as all other reagents (maoH, AMP, citrate,
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isocitrate and buffer), were clarified by filtration through

a millipcre filter (pcre size O.45 $). All experiments were

carried out at a constant enzyme concentration approximately
E

3 x 1O-? M. The total initial volume of the reaction mixture

in a 1 cm cuvette was 1.0 ml-. An excitation wavelength of

340 nçL was employed throughout, and the emission spectrum was

measured from 4OO-BOO m¡r. The enzyme-NADH complex had a

fluorescent peak at 440 m¡-L and free NADH, a fluorescent peak

at 460 nU at this excitation wavel-ength. The fluorescence of

the NADH-IDH complex was corrected for dilution by titration

of IDH with buffer onlv. A correctíon was also made for the

absorption of the exciting light by lilADH.

Uqeguretreg[- of Protein-_þindinq by Gef -Lr-f_E5a.t;i.23

The binding of NADH to isocitrate dehydrogenase was

measured by filtration of the protein through Sephadex G-25

equilibrated with NADH according to the method of Hummel and

Dreyer (1962) as described in detail recentty by Fairclough

and Fruton (T966). Col-umns of sephadex c-25 (0.4 x rOO cm)

were prepared and equilibrated with 0"05 M phosphate buffer,

pH 6.5, containing an appropriate concentration of NADH and

lt )t
1O-+ M EDTA and 10_- M dithiothreitol. Isocitrate dehydrogenase
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(Z-S mg suspended in the same buffer ) was placed on the

column and eluted with the same buffer at an elution rate

of 0.3 mlrlminute. The effluent solution was continually

mcnitored through a I cm quartz micro-flow cell with a

Gilford recording spectrophotometer set at 340 rq,J and I-2 mI

fractions were collected. The amount of NADH bound to the

enzyme was determined from the amount of NADH in the "trough"

compared to an equal volume of effluent obtained from the

base line. All experiments were performed at 23o C 
"

sq

The binding of various substrates to isocitrate

dehydrogenase was measured in equilibrium dialysis cel-ls

described by Myer and Schellman (ryeZ) . To one compartment

was added O.5 ml of enzyme solution in O.O5 M phosphate buffer,

pH 6.5, and to the other compartment 0.5 ml of various

concentrations of radioactive substrate. The membrane,

commercial 20/32 visking tubing, was washed and soaked for

several- days in LO-z M EDTA prior to use. The two compartments

were brought to equilibrium by rotation (B rpm) tor 12 hours

at 40 c. The time required for equilibration vras determined
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in separate controls in which buffer was substituted for

enzyme and the substrate compartment contained the highest

substrate concentration employed in the experiment. As a

further precaution duplicate samples lvere removed and

analyzed at significantly different times. Routinely, O.1

m1 samples were removed from each compartment (after

equilibration) and the radioactivity measured. By employing

radioactive substrates, direct analysis of substrate

concentration on both sides of the membrane could be achieved.

Determination of ne¿igaeqiy¡g.

The radioactivity of c14- and H3-compounds was measured

in a Packard Tri-Carb Liquid Scintil-lation Spectrometer, Mode1

3OOO at 40 c. one-tenth ml of each sample was counted in 15

mI of a scintil-lation solution containing 100 g of napthalene,

7 g of 2,5 diphenyloxazole (eeo), .3 9m of I,4-bis-Z-(S-

phenyloxazolyL) benzene dissolved in one titer of dioxane.

Polypropylene screw neck vials ilvere used for aIl determinations.

No quenching of the samples was observed when estimated by

means of the external standard. In all experiments the counts

averaged above 6OOO counts/minute with a background of 20

counts/minute.
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An a f vs i s _ç-€__e_a_n dþg ¿et e.

a) Equilibrium Ðialysis

The binding of a substrate (s) to a protein (n")

molecule will always obey the equation:

E,o -¡- ne K- ç,oq__ _rl

(where n represents the nurnber of molecules of S bound to

Eo). The use of radioactive substrates in this technique

allows the direct determination of ESrr, the amount of substrate

bound to the enzyme and simultaneously, the concentratj-on of

free substrate. I(rrowing the molecular weight of the enzyme,

the concentration of Eo can be cal-culated. The bindinq data

can then be represented by:

(:o )

(where r = moles of substrate bound/mole of enzyme. k is the

association constant t=#- , and A is the concentration of
(E ) (^.,

free substrate).

Plotting L/r as a function of L/A, a straight line is

obtained if the sites are independent. Deviation from a

straight line is indicative of interaction or dissimilaritv of

1l_1
=TTnkAn



the sites. Equation (¡O) may be rearranged into the form;

T

" 
= -rk+nk

64.

(sr)

Ptotting r/A as a function of T, a straight line of

negative slope is obtained if the sites are independent, and

n is determined at the horizontal axis when r/A = 0

(Scatchard et Èf-., f95T) . If the sites are not independent

(cooperative) ot independent but not identical, this line will

devíate from linearity as seen in Fig. 3.

b ) Spectrof luoromgtric Aqalv.gis

The binding data from spectrofl-uorometric analysis can

be represented by a modified form of equation (:O) (StockeIl,

L957). In this representation r = np/Eo, where p is the

fraction of sites bound to substrate x Eo; Eo is the total

mol-ar concentration of protein.

(e) - S - np, where S is the total concentration of

substrate and np represents the molar concentration of bound

substrate.

k - L/Rs where K" = ("t={tJ = dissociation constant.
\$Þ/

I 1 I .:_ ^ eo = K= __ * IThen , I = --- + '= ts equal to- r nl<A n np n (s - np) n



Fig. 3. Theoretical binding curves according to the
Scatchard equation (:f ¡ (Scarchard et_ êL., fgjT) .

A independent, identical binding sites

B - cooperative binding sites

C - anticocperative or non-identical_ binding sites.
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Rearranging

ßz¡

Fo\

=
-v

(where p = the change in fluorescence in the presence of

known concentration of S (A e)
the change in fluorescence at saturating S (.A'F*.*)

The A U*u* is determined from the horizontal asymptote

nf : n]n{- aF 
^ 

ñL,L a "L,-LL,L (rL A F*-* as a function of s. Thus plotting s/p as

a function of t/no - p yields a straight line whose vertical

intercept yields the valu€ D, if the sites are equivarent and

independent. rf the sites are not independent, this l_ine will

deviate from linearitw as seen in F''i o )l



Fig. 4. Theoretical binding curves according to the
Stockel_1 equation (SZ¡ (stockeIl, f95T) 

"

A - independent, equivalent binding sites

B - cooperative bindinq sites

C anticooperative or non-j_dentical bindinq
sites
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RESULTS



RESULTS

Ogte.qLa!-l9p- of Growth ConditiogA

Before any attempts were made to purify isocitrate

dehydrogenase from me-gqç_:qqr_e. qtaqqÈ, the specific activity

of the enzyme was determíned at various stages of growth.

Several lOO mI Erlenmeyer flasks containirg tOO ml of Vogel,s

medium-N \^rere inoculated with washed conidia, allowed to grow

for various lengths of time, and the cells treated as

previously described. The specific activity of isocitrate

dehydrogenase was determined at each time j-nterval as described

in Materials and Methods. The results appear in Fig. l. The

specific activity attained a maximum after 18 hours of growth.

Several concentrations of sodium citrate \^/ere tested

for pcssible induction of isocitrate dehydrogenase production.

The specific activity of isocitrate dehydrogenase was

determined as previously described and the resul-ts are presented

in Fig. 6. A slight induction of isocitrate dehydrogenase was

found at a concentration of 0,01 M sodium citrate.

The effect of limiting glucose concentration on the



Fig. 5 " specific activity of NAD-specific isocitrate
dehydrogenase versus time of growth.

Strain STA-4 grovvn in Vogel's minimal medium-N

containing 2/o sucrose as carbon source at e8o C.
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Fig. 6. Specific activity of NAD-specific isocitrate
dehydrogenase gro\¡in in the presence cf various
concentrations of sodium ci-trate.

STA-4 grown in Vogel's minimal medium-N

containing 2/o sucxose as carbon source for 20

hours at ZBo c.
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levels of isocitrate dehydrogenase was studied. Three

concentrations of sucrose, 2%, L%, and O.5% were tested

on N. g-E-gq-gg. grown for 20 hours in the presence of O.O1 M

sodium citrate. The methods of growth, isolation, and

determination of specific activity were as previously

described. The results appear in Table 2"

The specific activity of isocitrate dehydrogenase was

highest in celIs grown in O.5/" sucrose although total growth

\^/as reduced " ÞWgpole- "ge-E_E_e. \/üas normally grown in Vogel 's

medium-N containing 0"01 M sodium citrate and O"J/o sucrose as

the carbon source. Subsequent experiments revealed that the

time of appearance of maximum enzyme activity was dependent

uporr inoculum size, aeration and temperature. Therefore these

conditions \ivere kept constant throughout the course of this

investigation. For small- scal-e preparations, i nê. , Erlenmeyer

flasks, maximum activity appeared after 20 hours of growth.

For large scale preparations, i,e,, L5 litre carboys, maximum

enzyme activity appeared after 48 hours of growth.

p p r i !i_c a Li_o n _el _NâD - s p e q-L¿a_c I ç qçf !åÈEe _Ðehgdf _e9 e n a æ_

All purification procedures were carried out at O-4o C,

unless otherwise stated. All centrifugations uiere performed



Table 2. Effect of varying glucose
growth and NAD-isocitrate
Growth time was 20 hours.

concentrations on total
dehydrogenase activity.

Sucrose
Weight wet

of cells
(g)

Specific
activity

. .w7o

t ool

ô trol

)fÃ

¡lr

,o

2.76

4.46

4-ga
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at lfrOOO x g for 1! minutes. A crude enzyme extract was

prepared from lyophilized mycelia according to the procedure

described in Methods. The pH of the crude extract was

adjusted to 5.0 with 2o/o aceLíc acid and the precipitate

was discarded after centrifugation"

Ethanol (precooled to -zoo c ) was added gradually with

stirring to the supernatant solution to give a finat

concentration of 9%. After standing at -l-oo c for 1! minutes,

the precipitate was removed by centrífugation, Ethanol_ was

then added gradually to this supernatant solution to give a

final concentration of 2o/", and allowed to remain at -loo c

for t hour. The precipitate was recovered by centrifugation

and dissol-ved in o,l- M Tris*acetate buffer, pH 7.6, containing

1o-4 M EDTA and 1o-4 M dithiothreitor" The finar volume was

VIO the volume of the original extract.

The pH of this suspension was adjusted to 5.0 with zo/"

acetic acid and the precipitaLe was removed by centrifugation.

Ethanol was added to the supernatant solution to a final

concentration of )/" and allowed to stand for 1! minutes at

-1oo c. The precipitate was again removed by centrifugation.

More ethanol was added to the supernatant solution to qive a

final concentration of rJfi and maintained at -1oo c for 2 hours.
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The resul-ting precipitate was recovered by centrifugation

and was dissol-ved in a small volume of 0.02 M potassium

phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing 1O-4 M EDTA.

The enzyme preparation was centrifuged at 40,OOO rpm

in 4.f ml lots for t hour in a swinging bucket rotor (sw:91)

of a Spinco Model L ultracentrifuge. The gelatinous

precipitate containing nucleoproteíns was discarded. The

enzyme preparation was then routinely stored at -2Oo C at

this stage.

The enzyme sol-ution was dialyzed for 6 hours against

frequent changes of cold 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.5

containing 1O-4 M EDTA and tO-4 M dithiothreitol. The enzyme

was relatively unstable at thís stage and with prolonged

dialysis the activity was considerably reduced. The dialyzed

enzyme \das then subjected to column chromatography on DBAE-

cellulose (aietnyfaminoethyl-ceI1u1ose). The column was

prepared by a procedure similar to that reported by Sober eL

q1_. Gg56). DEAn-cellulose (obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. )

was suspended in 1.0 N sodium hydroxide a.nd decanted after 12

hours to remcve the f ine particles. The cell-ulose was

suspended and decanted alternately with 0.05 M phosphate

buffer, pH 6.5, untit the hydrogen concentration was equal to
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that of the buffer (pH 6.5). The cellulose was transferred

to a chromatographic column (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) of

dimensions 2.5 x 45 cffi, packed to a height of 4O cm and

equilibrated with O.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing
--4 J10 M EDTA and 10 M díthiothreitol. The enzvme was eluted

by applying a linear gradient of EDTA. The mixing charnber

contained 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.5 and 0.0001 M EDTA,

pH 6.5 and the reservoir O.OT M EDTA, pH 6.5" Successive 5.0

ml fractions were collected at 40 C with the aid of a Research

Specialties Fraction Collector fitted with a drop counter.

Enzyme elution pattern was determined by the spectrophotometric

assay (eig . 7), Fractions containing highest enzyme activity

were pcoled and the enzyme was precipitated by the addition of

solid ammonium sulfate to BO/" saturation. After allowing to

sta.nd for t hour, the enzyme was recovered by centrifugation

and dissolved in a small amount of 0.02 M phosphate buffer,

pH 6.5, containing 1O-3 M EDTA. The enzyme could be routinely

stored at this stage for at least J-4 months at -2Oo C with

little l-oss of activity. This enzyme preparation, following

dialysi-s, !\7as routinely used for all kinetic determinations.

Further purification was achieved by calcium phosphate

gel fractionation. Calcium phosphate 9ef, suspended in



Fig. 7. Gradient elution of NAD-specific isocitrate
dehydrogenase from a D[AE-ce]_Iulose column.

isocitrate dehydrogenase activity

.@--@- optical density at ZBO n\Lr

loase line
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distilled water, was added at a concentration of f mg geL/ng

or protein, and the suspension v/as gently stirred for l0

minutes. The gel was removed by centrifugation. Calcium

phosphate gel was then added at a concentration of 1.4 mg

gel/mg of protein and stirred for 10 minutes. The gel was

recovered and was suspended in 0.2 M potassium phosphate

buffer, pH 6.5 containing .035 M EDTA, in a volume equal to

the original volume of enzyme. The suspension was gently

stirred for 10 minutes at which time the qe1 itself was

solubilized. The enzyme lras removed by the addition of solid

ammonium sulfate to BO/o saturation. Gel- adsorption and

solubilization was repeated four times and the eruates were

pooled" The enzyme was recovered by centrifugation and was

dissolved in O.O2 M pctassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5,

containing 1O-3 M EDTA. This procedure yietded an enzyme

preparation approximatery 450-ro1d purified compared to the

crude extract and a specific activity of 4orooo-5o,ooo. The

total recovery of the enzyme varied from 36-48% of the enzyme

in crude extracts. Summary of a typical purification procedure

for NAD-specific isocítrate dehydrogenase from Ne_urosporq

crassÈ is presented in Table 3.



Table 3. Summary of purification procedure for
dehydrogenase from l0 gms lyophilized

1.

Step

Extraction-crude extract .

After pH 5 pption.

Ethanol fractionation
9/o nXon supernatant

9-2O% Fraction

3. Refractionation.
^ 

4+^v nTf Ã nn{- ì nnn! LçI }/LL ) yyu¿vr¡

)fi ntotl supernatant
^ --)9-r)7o rracEaon

4 . Ultracentrifugation

Protein
(*g )

5 . DEAE-chromatography

6. Pooled calcium
phosphate eluates

NAD-specif ic isocitrate
NeurosporÈ g-gE_Ee.

't )-Lvo+¡tv

ar6

717
IOI

IUO
^ôññ rr
vv./

^a L<?) l-L
Jv. I

¡lrJ+"U

?2
J t"

1.0

Total
units

1o2,000
99,ooo

ro8, o0o
90, o00

90,000
Bl, ooo
6P,ooo

66, ooo

49,500

44,000

Specific
activity
units,/mg

1¡NUãvJ . )

108

150
)ou

834
q'r 6

1700

1g4o

r54oo

44000

Recovery
(%)

r00
9T

ro2
BB

BB
Bo
OI

64
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Storage of Enzvme

Experiments indicated that the stability of the

enzyme was dependent upon protein concentration. The enzvme

lost approximately 90% of its activity in 12 hours at -2oo c

when stored at a protein concentration of less than r mg/mL.

However, the purified enzyme suspended at z-3 m,l/ml in buffer

containing EDTA could be stored frozen at -2oo c for at l_east

3 months without significant ross of enzyme activity. small

amounts of ammonium sulfate also appeared to stabilize the

enzyme and as a result the enzyme was routinely stored without

prior dialysis.

iloqgqçlealll of jlhe purlf ied enzvmq

The purity of the enzyme \,vas determined by disc

electrophoresis as previousry described. The sampre gel

usually contained 0.2 mg of protein. The purified preparation

exhibits one major protein band and two additional faint

protein bands (rig. B). These resul-ts suggest that the enzyme

preparation was approximately BO-gO% pure.

In the analytical ultracentrifuge, two peaks were

present; the major peak corresponded to an s20., value of 5.8



Polyacrylamide electrophoresis of purified
NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase from
Neurospora. 200 pg of protein was applied
on the gel.



BO



Br.

while the minor fast mcving peak exhibited an S2Or, value

of 20.2. Calculation of the area under the two peaks showed

that the slowly sedimenting peak was present approximately

to the extent of about BOft of the total protein.
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KTNETIC ANALYSIS

1. Initiat Velocitv Analvsis at þH 6.5

a) In the presence of AMp.

NAD-specific isocitrate dehydrogenase had been

previously demonstrated to obey classical Michaelis-Menten

kinetics at a pH of 6.5 (sanwal et .Èf_. , L964) " It was

considered essential to investigate the nature of the enzymic

reaction mechanism at this pH where apparentry no allosteric

effects were present. fn order to obtain maximal activitv

all experiments \^/ere conducted in the presence of saturating

but non-inhibitory concentrations of AMp, i .ê . , 0.533 rulvr,

approximately 20 x Kp value. Threo-D"L=-isocitrate was used

throughout these experj-ments. All reaction mixtures contained

3.3 mM M9SO4, a saturating value determined from Fig. 9.

When NAD was varied against isocitrate as the fixed

changing substrate, both the double reciprocal plots (rig. t0)

and the replots of slopes and intercepts (pig. lr) lvere rinear.

with isocitrate as the variable and NAD as the changing fixed

substrate, the double reciprocal plots as well as replots of

slopes and intercepts were also rinear. These data fit the



Fig. 9 Double reciprocal plot of l/velocity versus
- ,-- fII/Mgrr at several fixed concentrations of
isocitrate.

All experiments \^/ere performed in phosphate

buffer, 0.1 M, pH 6.5 in the presence of

saturating concentrations of AMP (.66 nritt)

and NAD (.5 *¡,i), The lines have been fitted

by eye.
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Fig. 10. Double-reciprocal plots of L/veLoc:-ty versus
frlNAD at several fixed concentrations of
isocitrate.

Enzyme concentration was 100 units per cuvet.

Experiments were performed in 0.2 M phosphate

buffer, pH 6.5. Lines have been drawn from

fits to equation (æ) .
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Fig. 11. Replots of slopes
versus reciprocal

and intercepts
of isocitrate

f7^m kra^ llìllvlrl ¿ rY. !v

concentrations.
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folÌowing initial velocity equation

86.

(:¡ )

^ta^.b
;--

t.(where A and B are substrate

Michaelis constants of A and

dissociatíon constant of A).

concentrations, Ka and KO are

B respectively, and Ki. is the

t_\
ivl

Ka Kb++
AB

1t!l
-l-t tV\

\¿+ ril
tu

As had already been shown by Cletand (t963a), this

equation is obeyed by several sequentiaf mechanisms ( such as

Rapid Equilibrium Random or ordered mechanisms ) and it is

impossible to tell A and B aparL from the initial velocitv

analysis alone.

Prq9çt-J@-rt-þe Ëq{fg9_-{_ pH_6.5 in the pLe_se_nce of AMp

To distinguish between various possible sequential

mechanisms and to determine the order of Linrlinn ¡r +he

substrates and release of products, inhibition studies were

attempted using the various products as inhibitors.

With f\TAD as the varied substrate, NADH produced

competitive inhibition (eig. L2). slo¡:es of these plots were

found to be a linear function of the concentration of NADH

(pig. 13). hlhen isocitrate was used as the variable substrate



Fig. 12. Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
by NADH with NAD as the varíable substrate and
a constant high concentration of isocitrate
(6.6 mM) .

Lines have been drawn from fits to equation (ZZ).

Phosphate buffer, O.2 M, pH 6.5, was used in all

experiments. Concentration of enzyme in each

cuvet was !0 units.
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Fig. 13. Replot of slopes
concentration.

from Fig. 12 versus NADH
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and NADH as inhibitor, linear doubl-e-reciprocal plots showing

noncompetitive inhibition were obtained (¡'ig, 14)" The

inhibition was nearly abol-ished by using saturating r-evels

of NAD in t,he reaction mixtures " A replot of intercepts was

linear but slopes appeared to be parabolic (pig. 15)"

Using o-ketoglutarate (a-kg) -" product inhibitor and

NAD as the variable substrate in the presence of high

concentrations of ísocitrate ( ao x qo), inhibition was found

to be uncompetitive (eig" 16). A replot of intercepts versus

inhibitor concentrations was linear. When isocitrate was

the variable substrate, the inhibition \^7as found to be

noncompetit.ive (gig. 17). A replot of intercepts was linear

but slopes appeared to be parabolic (flg. lB). Therefore the

inhibit.ion by o-ketoglutarate when isocitrate was varied is

actually S-parabolic I-linear noncompetitive and the data

corresponds to equation (ZO). This suggests that cr-ketoglutarate

may combine with the enzyme-NAD complex in a dead-end manner

as well as combining as a product inhibitor.

When KHCO3 was used as inhibitor and NAD was varied in

the presence of nonsaturating concentrations of isocitrate, the

inhibition was found to be noncompetitive (F'ig " L9). Replot of

slopes and intercepts against inhibitor concentrations (pig.



Fig. 14. Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
by NADH with isocitrate as the variable
substrate at a constant unsaturatinq concentration
of NAD (0. Z mM) .

Lines have been drawn from f its to equation (n) .

Enzyme concentration was l-25 units per cuvet.

Phosphate buffer, O.2 M, pH 6.5, was used for all

experiments.
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Fig. J.5. Replots of slopes and intercepts from Fig. L4
versus NADH concentrations .
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Fig. t6. Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
by o--ketoglutarate with NAD as the variable
substrate and a fixed concentration of

I t, ¡-/ .-\r_socr-Erace (+.uro nuvl/ .

Lines have been drawn from an overall fit to

equatíon (ZB). Enzyme concentration was L25

units per cuvet. Experiments performed with

O.2 M phosphate buf f er, pH 6 .5 .
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Fig. 17 . Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
by a-ketoglutarate with isocitrate as the
variable substrate and a constant concentration
of NAD (O.B mM).

Lines have been drawn from an overall fit to

equation (27). Enzyme concentration in each

cuvet was L25 units . Phosphate buf fer , O.2 M,

pH 6.5 , was used in all- experiments.
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Fig " fB, Replots of slopes and intercepts from Fig. IT
versus concentrations of cr-ketoglutarate.
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Fig. 1-9. Product inhibit.ion of ísocitrate dehydrogenase
at pH 6"5 AV Hco?- with NAD as the variable
substrate and a óonstant concentration of
isocitrate (O.4BfB mM), unsaturating"

Lines are drawn from an overall fit to equation

(27) " Enzyme concentration was 1/O units per

cuvet. Phosphate buffer , O.2 M, pH 6.1 was used.
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Fig. 20. Replots of slopes and intercepts fro.m Fig. 19
versus concentrations of HCO3-.
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20) were also linear. When iCICoa was used as inhibitor

and isocitrate was the varied substrate (F'ig. 2:-), the

inhibition was again found to be noncompetitive. Replots

of slopes and intercepts (fig. 22) appeared linear although

pa.rabolic slopes could not be ruled out due to large standard

errors in fits to equation (23). As with a-ketoglutarate,

it appeared that KHCO3 combined as a dead-end inhibitor with

the enzyme-NAD complex as well as a product inhibitor.

r4$_]_ÈL_Lç_!gçr_W__æ¿_proÉggE_ Intrr&iqr_9n 4qaryÞ a :L,6_,

it the_ _P_r eg 9:g_91_ _ry. "

a) In the absence of the allosteric effector, citrate.

As previously described (Sanwal eç- È1_. , L965) tueo-

specific isocitrate dehydrogenase exhibits allosteric effects

at its pH optimum of 7.6. When isocitrate was varied against

several fixed concentrations of NAD, the double reciprocal

plots were curved (F.ig. æ). These curves \¡/ere fitted to

equation (24) and significant fits were obtainecl, but produced

a negative b coefficient, which woufd be impossible if these

curves were parabolas 
"

When NAD was varied eqainst several fixed concentrations

of isocitrate, the dcuble reciprocal plots vüere línear (eig.



Fig. 2l Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
by HCO3- with isocitrate as the variable
substrate and a fixed concentration of NAD
(o.B mM) .

Individual lines are drawn from fits to equation

(23). Enzyme concentration was I25 units per

cuvet. Phosphate buf fer, 0.2 M, pH 6 .5 , was

used in all- experiments 
"
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Fig. 22" Replots of slopes and intercepts from Fig. 2L
versi.rs concentrations of HCOa-.
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Fig. 23. Double-reciprocal plots of L/velocity versus
l/isocitrate at several fixed concentrations
of NAD.

Enzyme concentration was l-OC units per cuvet.

The lines have been drawn from fits to equation

(24), dotted lines being the extrapolated parts

of the curves. Tris-acetate buffer, O.2 M, pH

7 "6, r,r/as used in all- the experiments .
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24). Replots of slopes and intercepts against isocitrate

concentrations Ìvere curved (eig . 25) and were not analyzed

further.

b) In the presence of the allosteric modifier, citrate.

Isocitrate dehydrogenase was shown to be activated by

citrate and erythro-L.-isocitrate at pH 7.6, and to change

the curved double t""]nto.al plots, i.e, Fig . 23, into linear

plots. The effect of citrate on the velocity of the enzymic

reacbion at pH f .6 was tested.

Citrate was varied against several fixed concentrations

of isocitrate in the presence of a constant amount of NAD and

the doubl-e reci-procal plots of l/v-vo vs L/cLLraLe were linear

(pig . 26) . Attempts lvere made to fit the data from Fig. 26

to the following initial velocity equation:

={r+B }{ffi..Kb-ra*r) *{yrr+1-) l.l\:\'-{/\ 
AB B ;--'/^\; Kl M ;}

(s4 )

(where v is the velocity in the presence of modifier (tut), vo

is the velocity in the absence of modifier, B is the substrate,

A is coenzyme, and K1 and K2 are dissociation constants of B

and M respectively, from the allosteric sites ).



Fíg" 24" Double-reciprocal plots of \/veLocity versus
I/NAD at several fixed concentrations of
isocitrate "

Individual lines are drawn from fits to

equation (23). Enzyme concentration was 1O0

units per cuvet " AII experiments vvere

performed in 0.2 M Tris-acetate buffer, pH T "6"
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Fig. 25 " Replots of slopes, intercepts and apparent
Michaelis constants (n-pp) from Fig. 24
versus concentrations of isocitrate.
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Fig. 26. The effect of citrate on the velocity of
enzymic reaction at pH 7 .6. Here v = velocity
in the presence of citrate and vo = velocity
in the absence of citrate.

Lines shown are fitted to equation (23).

Figures above the lines refer to the concentration

of isocitrate. AII reaction mixtures contained

O.B fiM NAD. Enzyme concentration was about 25O

units per cuvet. Tris-acetate buffer (O.Z m) \À/as

used throughout.
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This is the equation for an enzyme demonstrating a

total allosteric mechanism (tro activity without substrate

or modifier binding at the al-losterj_c site). The equation

predicts that dcuble reciprocal plots of r/v-vo versus r/M

wil-l be linear and the apparent Michaelis constant ( slope

/íntexcept ) will be a linear f unction of B. The resul_ts of

Fig. 26 obey this prediction. However on replotting Kupp

versus isocitrate concentration (eig. 2D) curved. lines i/üere

crbtained indicating a dependence of the citrate dissociation

constant on isocitrate concentration.

The effect of saturating citrate concentrations (z *yi)

on the initial velocity pattern at pH 2.6 was tested. when

NAD was used as the variabl_e substrate and i_socitrate as the

changing fixed substrate (rig. zT), the double reciprocal

plots ì^/ere linear. Replots of slopes and intercepts against

the reciprocal of isocitrate concentration (rig. pB) were

linear. when NAD was varied against several- fixed

concentrations of NADH as product inhibitor (eig . 29),

competj-tive inhibition was obtained. The replot of slopes

against NADH was also linear.



Fig. 27. Double-reciprocal plots of l/velocity versus
frlNAo at several fixed concentrations of
isocitrate in the presence of a constant high
concentration of citrate (Z.Z mM)'

Each cuvet contained about 4OO units of enzyme.

The lines have been drawn from an overall fit

to equation (:¡). AII experiments performed

in Tris-acetate buffer , O.2 M' PH 7.6"
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Fig. ZB " Replots of intercepts and slopes from Fig. 2T
versus the reciprocals of isocitrate
concentrations.
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Fig. 29 
"

Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
by NADH at pH f.6 in the presence of a constant
high concentration of citrate (a.Z nM) " NAD
was used as the variable substrate and isocitrate
was kept constant (e mu) 

"

Lines are drawn from an overall fit to ecruation

(26) . Enzyme (60 units ) \^/as used in each cuvet.

Tris-acetate , O.2 M, was used in all experiments 
"
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IniLi_al Velo_gitv Anal-vsis irl t_b: _Absence of â!48.

AMP had been shown previously (Sanwal eE- eL. , L964)

to activate the enzymic reaction. However there appeared to

be no absolute requirement for AMP since the V*.* of the

reaction was unaffected in the absence or presence of this

modifier. The mechanism of activation of isocitrate

dehydrogenase was then analyzed at pH 6.5 Ay initial velocity

and product inhibition studies 
"

Vrlhen NAD 'was varied at several fixed concentrations

of isocitrate in the abseneo nf AMÞ l-ha double reciprocal

plots \^/ere markedly curved at low isocitrate concentratíon

but become linear at high concentrations of isocitrate (eig.

^^ \30). The data from Fig. lO were fitted to the Hill equation

(zz) ,

1og --lL- = n 1og S log K
V-V

(where v is initial velocity, V is maximum velocity, S is

substrate concentration, K is a complex dissociation constant

and n is equal to the Sigmoid coefficient ) .

Plotting log (u/V - v) versus 1o9 S straight lines

were obtained (fig. 31) of slope = n. At l-ow isociLrate

concentrations the value of n was 2.1 which changed to a val-ue



Fig. 30. Double-reciprocal plots of I/veLocity versus
]/NAD at several fixed concentrations of
isocitrate ín the absence of AMP.

Phosphate buf f er , O .2 M, pH 6 .5 , !úas used in

a1l experiments. The solid line has been

drawn from fit to equation (23). The dashed

lines are fitted by eye.
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Fig. 31" Data from Fig. 30 drawn in the form of
log-1og plots (equation 22) 

"

The lines have been fitted by eye.
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of l- when isocitrate concentration was increased.

When isocitrate concentration was varied aqainst

several fixed changing concentrations of NAD, the double

reciprocal plots \^iere nonlinear (eig. 32). In contrast to

Fig. 30 the lines did not become linear at high levels of

NAD" VÍhen the daLa of Fig. J2 were plotted by means of

equation (ZZ) , the value of n was approximately 3.2 at low

levels of NAD but approached 2.8 with near saturation levels

of NAD (eig. 33).

The effect of citrate was then tested on the reaction

in the absence and presence of AMP. Varying isocitrate

concentrations at a fixed unsaturatinq concentration of NAD

(O.B mM), citrate was shown to activate the reaction in the

absence of AMP (Pig. 34), It was also demonstrated that

activation by citrate did not occur in the presence of AMp at
a-pH o.).

When NAD was used as the variable substrate and

j-socitrate was the changing fixed substrate in the presence

of nearl-y saturating concentrations of citrate (6.6 mM), the

double reciprocal plot was concave up near the y axis at o.166

mM isocitrate, but linear at high isocitrate concentrations

(nig. 35). The data obtained using the lowest isocitrate



Fig. 32. Doubl-e-reciprocal plots of l/vel-ocity versus
I/LsocLtrate at two fixed l-evels of NAD in
the absence of AMP.

The buffer was 0.2 M phosphate, pH 6.5. The

solid line (lo',ver ) tras been drawn from f its

to equaticn (24), dotted part being extra-

polated parts of the curve. The dashed line

is fitLed by eye "
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Fí9. 33. Data from Fig. 32 drawn in the form of log-1og
plots (equation 22) 

"

The lines have been fitted by eye.
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Fig. 34. The activation of
by citrate in the
AMP at pH 6.5 

"

isoc itrate dehydrogenase
presence and absence of

lühen used, AMP concentration was 0.533 mM

and citrate ccncentration was 1.5 mM" The

NAD concentration \^ias kept constant (O.B mVt

unsaturating). (e) refers to assay in the

presence of AMP.
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Fig. 35. Doubl-e-reciprocal
f,/mo at several
in the absence of

plots of L/velocity versus
fixed levels of isocitrate

AMÞ

All- cuvets contained

phosphate buffer, pH

(O.t66 mM isocitrate )

to equation (:f) and

fits to equation (23)

6.6 mYi citrate and 0"2 M

6.5 . The uppermost line

has been drawn from fits

the lower two lines from
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concentration gave a significant fit to equation (Sl), a Z/t

function:

ILT.

u-tsjj cs-L

a+bS +52

I¡Íhen isocitrate was used as the variable substrate and

IìLAD as the fixed changing substrate in the presence of constant

high levels of citrate (6.6 nuf ), similar double reciprocal

plots were obtained (r'ig. 36). At low levels of NAD (O.f6 mru),

the results gave a significant fit to equation (ZZ), but

insignificant fits to equaLion (23) or (24). Again, at higher

concentrations of NAD, the double reciprocal plots became

linear.

Prq@ thç-þbg g4gg o_f AMP_.

Using NADH as a product inhibitor at pH 6.1 under

conditions where the enzyme was saturated with isocitrate, and

NAD was the variable substrate, the double reciprocal plots

showed noncompetitive inhibition (I'ig . 3T). This result may

be contrasted with that obtained in the presence of AMP (I'ig.

12). The replot of intercepts appeared hyperbolic, although

the fitted constants gave large errors.



Fig. 36. Double-reciprocal plots of L/velocity versus
I/isocíLrate at several fixed levels of NAD

in the absence of AMP.

All assay mixtures, pH 6.5, contained 6.6 mvi

citrate. The uppermost line has been drawn

from fits to equation (:¡) and the lower two

lines from fits to equatíon (23).
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Fig" 37. Product inhibition of isocitrate dehydrogenase
at pH 6.5 by NADH (in ttre absence of AMP ) with
NAD as the variable substrate and a ccnstant
high concentration of ísocitrate (fS.Z mM).

Lines have been drawn from fits to esuation

(zz) 
"
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The naLure of the activation of isocitrate

dehydrogenase by AMP was then tested. when AMp concentration

was varied against several changing concentrations of

isocitrate, in the presence of saturating NAD (e *¡n), the

double reciprocal plots were markedly nonlinear at l_ow

isocitrate, but become linear at high isocitrate concentraLions

(pig. 38). When these curves were plotted according to

equation (ZZ), the value of n at low isocitrate (O.f:¡¡ m¡n)

was 2"I, but changed to approximately t at higher

concentratj-ons. Similar results were obtained at pH T "6.

KiqeJiç ConstanLå

The Michaelis constants are defined here as the

concentration of substrate giving I/2 the val-ue of the maximum

velocity in initial velocity studies, when the enzyme is

saturated with the other reactants. The K* for the fixed

changing substrate was routinely obtained from the j-ntersection

point on the horizontal- axj. nf = ran] n{- of intercepts against

reciprocaÌs of fixed changing substrate. The K* of the varied

substrate was obtained from the ratio of the intersection

points on the vertical axis of the L/V and K/V replot. V*r*

was obtained from the intersection point on the vertical axis



Fig " 38. Double-reciprocal plots of I/veLoc:-ty versus
- f^ -,- -I/AMP at. pH b.5 at several fixed
concentrations of isocitrate. The NAD
concentration throuqhout was 2 mM"

The lowermost line has been drawn from fits

to equation (23) " The dashed lines are fitLed

by eye.
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of the intercept replot. This point represents the maximum

velocity at infinite concentration of both reactants.

Tnhibition Constants

The inhibition constant for the first substrate (a)

to conücine with the enzyme, Ki- (also the dissociation

constant of A) was determined from the cofiunon intersection

point of the reciprocal plots (above, oh, or befow the

horizontal axis) when A was the variabl-e substrate (Frieden,

L95Ta) " Ki. could al-so be obtained from the slope of the

replot of R/V 
"

Product inhibit.ion constants were determined in the

case of competitive inhibition from the íntersecticn pojnt on

the horizontal- axis of a slope versus inhibitor replot. rn

the case of noncompetitive inhibition, replot of slopes versus

inhibitor gave a horizontaf intersection point of:

- Ki (r + e/xip)

and a replot of I1V gave

- Ki (r + p/:r.p)

(where P was the concentration of non-varied

Ko were the inhibition and Michaelis constant

substrate Kip

of P, and K1

and

was
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the inhibition constant of product). In the case of

uncompetitive inhibition, the inhibition constant was obtained

from the horizontal intercept of a 1,/V versus inhibitor plot.

All constants lvere eval-uated from initial velocitv

data which yielded linear replots. This was the case only in

initial velocities at pH 6.! in the presence of AMp or one

saturating sulostrate and in initial velocity studies at pH

T .6 in the presence of saturating citrate. All- constants

which could be eval-uated from the data presented are given in

Table 4 "
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Tabl-e 4. some kinetic constants of isocitrate dehydrogenase .

Constant pH 6.5 (m¿) pH f .Sx (*¡,i)

Kmeo (x.)

Kisocirrate (x¡ )

K:^Ict

nip

oiq

Kit

o.265

o.t6

o.712

3To

BO

0.017

. 068

.04

0.15

130

5

0.0o3

o.327

0.154

o.552

0 .073

0.03

o.r5g

-1-

+

-r

+

+

+

+

T

T 0.02 + 0.001

Ki., Oip, Kiq, and Ki, are the inhibition constants

CO2: a-ketoglutarate and ITTADH respectively. xIn the

of 2.2 rnlir citrate. The validity of Kip arrd Xrn are

owrng to the problems discussed in the text.

f r¡r T\TA T')

hrôqân^ô

in doubt
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ïTiITERPRETATTON OF TEIE KTNETIC pATA

The nature of most kínetic deductions is such that

they are only suqçLestive of a mechanism, but are not proof

for it.. Ideally, before a kinetic model is considered vaIid,

all other likely models should also be examined and excl_uded

as far as possibl-e. For ease of discussion, a steady-state

kinetic model for j-socitrate dehydrogenase is first presented

and inconsistencies with various other models based

exclusively on equilibrium conditions (Uonod et al., 1965¡

Atkinson et al., L965) are pointed out in the discussion. The

conclusion is reached that the reaction mechanism is Random in

the absence of AMP and it changes to either Rapid Equilibrium

Random or Ordered in its presence.

1) Reaction Seguence in the Presence of AMP at pH 6.6.

Initial velocity studies at pH 6.! (nigs. 10, ff) show

that the reaction obeys the equation:

VAB
Ki-Kb+KbA+K.B+AB

which indicates that both NAD and isocitrate must bind to the

enzyme before products are released. This rul-es out a Ping-Pong
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type of mechanism because as has been shown by Cleland

(t963a,ø), in such a mechanism the KiaKb term is missing from

the denominator of the rate eguation. Product inhibition daLa

indicate that the simplest mechanism ccmpatible with it is an

ordered addition of substrates and liberation of products

(ordered Bi Ter) or a Rapid Equilibrium Random Mechanism:

(nae )
(epon )

(where A is NAD, B is isocitrate, p is co2, e is a-ketoglutarate

and R is NADH).

ort

The

(t956), ror

rate equation, derived by King and

the ordered mechanism is (equation

Altman's method
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KiuKb + KbA + KaB + AB * n+1noInn * W * n¡on-

Soiq Kir nrp

* Ki¿i{5K¡PQ KaBR K1¿K6QR Ki¿K5K6¡PR ABP
+ ._:__

foKiqKir Kir KiqKit foKiqKir Kip

K1¿K5PQR Krr(5APQ ABQ KI-I{5BQR ABPQ Ki.IfoBPQR+J:*-:--+ ---:---+.--+ +_+
KpKlqKl¡ KpKlqKls Kiq K15K1qK1s KipKiq Kp K15K1qKir

(so ¡

(where K., Kb, np, Oq and K, are Michaelis constants of A, B, p,

Q, R and Ki-, Kib, Kip, Kiq, and K1, are inhibition consta-nts).

A Rapid Equilibrium Random mechanism where A and B can

both bind Lhe free enzyme, but the rate limiting step is the

interconversion of the central complex with some dead-end

complexes (of the kind enzyme-NAD-o-ketoglutarate or enzlzme-NAD-

CO2, for example) gives an identical rate equation and it is

extremely difficult to distinguish between these two mechanisms

from kinetic data alone.

The mechanism given by equation (S0¡ predicts that NADH

and NAD combine with the free enzyme form resulting in linear
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competitive inhjlcition, which is indeed the case in Fig. LD.

Also, üsing co2 as inhibitor and IrIAD as the varying substrate,

linear noncompetitive inhibition shourd resul-t and the data

from Fig. L9 and Fig. 20 support this prediction. With

o-ketoglutarate as inhibitor, linear uncompetitive inhibition

with IiIAD as varying sulostrate (}'ig. 16), and linear

noncompetitive inhibition with isocitrate (F'ig. l-T) as varying

substrate is predicted by equation (:0¡ and this is the

experimental resul-t. The data, therefore, indicates that

either an ordered sequential or dead-end Rapid Equilibrium

Random mechanism is valid.

The rate equation ßA¡ is useful also not only because

it can be used to predict product inhibition patterns but may

be used to distinguish the Ordered (or dead-end Rapid

Equilibrium Random) mechanism from Theorellthance type and a

Rapid Equilibrium Random mechanism without dead-end complexes.

The presence of ABPQ and BPQR terms in the denominator of

equation (:0¡ combíned with the fact that mechanisms without

central complexes are unlíkely (Irüratten and Cleland , L963) rules

out a Theorell-Chance type of mechanism. SimilarIy, the Rapid

Equilibrium Random mechanism (without dead-end complexes ) lacks

APQ, BQR, ABPQ, and BPQR terms in the denominator of equation
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ßø¡. Further, a Random mechanism where binding of A and B

is rate limiting, al-so can be ruled out on the basis of

product inhibition data which shows that slopes and intercepts

of dcuble reciprocal plots are in general linear functions of

inhibitor concentrations and when they are not they can be

explained easily on the basis that the inhibitors act both

as product and as dead-end inhibitors.

In initial velocity studies, when product concentration

is zero, the rate equation (:e¡ simplifies to:

v= _--- VAB - ---Ki.Kb+KbA+KrB+AB

and as seen before does fit the data (eig. 10 and Fig. 11).

When NADH (n) is present, the general rate equation

reduces to:

This equation predicts the linear competitive inhíbition

obtained by NADH when NAD is varied (pig. f2).

Vühen bicarbonate (p) is present the general rate

equation reduces to:

å = i. (, . ffi)(, . -ï) * + ; (, . F)
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which predicts l-inear noncompetitive inhÍbition by bicarbonate

when NAD is varied (r'igs. 19, po). similarly, noncompetitive

inhibition is predicted and obtained by bicarbonate when

isocitrate is varied (rigs. zr, 22). Tt is therefore clear

that, ât least at pH 6.! in the presence of AMp, the reaction

mechanism is either ordered or follows a dead-end Rapid

Equi librium Random mechanism.

In the replots of slopes and intercepts versus inhibitor

concentrations (rigs. l-5, 18, 22) intercepts were always linear.

However, the possibility exists in all three cases that the

slope replot is parabolic, owing to the rather large errors

obtained when the data was fitted to a straight line " This is

loorne out by the inconsistency of the calculation of Kiq

(u-ketogl-utarate inhibition constant) from Figures 16 and LT"

The Kiq val-ue from Fig. 16 was Bo mn ¡ut from Fig. LT this value

comes out to be 139 mM. This suggests that o-ketogluta::ate may

conbine with the enzyme-NAD complex in a dead-end manner as

well as combining as a product inhibitor " similar deviations

occur in the cal-culation from Fig. 22, suggesting that the case

may be actually S-parabolic I-linear noncompetitive inhibition.

þ)û: = 
,1" (, . .*)('+
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rsocitrate dehydrogenase had been previousry shown

(sanwal et.Èf-., 7963, 1964) to exhibit altosteric effects at

its pH optimum of 7 .6, similar to other allosteric enzymes

(cerhart and pardee , L964; Changeux, ]rgæ). At pH 7.6 NAD

gives linear double reciprocal plots (rig . 24), but the plots

with isocitrate are markedly curved (pig. 23) and show no

relationship to the initial velocity rate equation described

previously" when these curves are fitted to a parabola,

significant fits are obtained, but the coefficient b is
negative, which is impcssible for a parabola. According to

the theory of multi-reactant enzyme kinetics developed by

cl-eland (t963arbrcrd) parabolic curves would be obtained for

an ordered mechanism without alternate pathways if the varied

substrate participated twice in the reaction seguence and if

the points of addition of varied substrate were connected bv

reversible steps. However, the data represented in Fig. 14

are still consistent with the idea that isocitrate binds at the

allosteric site and at the active site. A three point

attachment (assuming two allosteric sites) is inconsistent

with the data because of the insignificant fits obtained to
/ ^- \equaEl_on \'¿> ) .

The l-inear doubl-e reciprocal plots obtained when NAD is
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varied against several fixed concentrations of isocitrat,e

suggest that NAD perhaps binds only once during the reaction

sequence. I,rihen reduced NAD was used as a product inhibitor,

competitive inhibition was obtained, âs at pH 6.5. Replots

of slopes against NADH were arso linear giving a Kr, value of

0.02 mM, which is simil-ar to that obtained at pH 6.5. rt is

very likely that as at pH 6.j, NAD and NADH both bind to the

free enzyme form at pH 7.6.

The formulation of a kinetic model for allosteric

effects is made easier if certain parameters of this effect

can be clearly defined in quantitative terms. specifically,

it is useful to know (in order to distinguish between partial

and total allosterism) whether the varíous kinetic constants

change at all j-n the presence of an allosteric effector. on

the assumption that this is a total_ al_l_osteric mechanism (no

activity unless a substrate or modifier is bound at the

allosteric site ), the results from Fig. 2f were fitted to

equation (:+1. The reciprocal plots of L/v - vo versus

r/isocLLrate were linear as predicted but the replot of K.pp

against isocitrate was shown to be curved (rig. zÐ. ït is
clear that the simple rer-ationship expected from equation (:+¡

was not obtained. The dissociation constant of isocitrate from
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the allosteric site cannot be determined owinq to the

curvature of the O-pp replot. Combination at the active

site appears to infl-uence combination at the allosteric site.

However, since the double reciprocal plots are linear (fig.

2T), this does indicate a combination of only one mol-ecule

of citrate at the alrosteric site" rf more than one combined.

the reciprocal plots would be parabolas or curves of even more

complex nature.

When initial velocity studies were performed in the

presence of saturating citrate, the double reciprocal plots

of NAD versus several fixed isocitrate concentrations yielded

straight lines (tr'ig" 27). However, the replots of slopes and

intercepts were linear (pig. 28) indicating that the all-osteric

site was saturated (by citrate) and only one molecul-e of

isocitrate co¡nbines with the enzyme. Product inhibition by

NADH with NAD varied was competitive (eig. 29) indicating that

the kinetic mechanism had not been al-tered.

It is clear from the data that NAD binds at onlv one

site on the enzyme surface both in the presence and the absence

of allosteric effects. Bindinq at places other than the active

site would be recognizable kinetically by a curvature of

reciprocal plots when NAD was the varied substrate (figures 10,
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LT, 24) or the curvature of the replots of slopes or

intercepts against the reciprocal of NAD when isocitrate

lvas the varied substrate. Cleland (t963a) tras already

shown that reciprocal plots for substrates, activators or

inhibitors, which bind at places other than the active site,

or those resulting from some Random mechanisms, are 2/L

functions, such as

'lrC

1= a+b(ål o"(å)-
v d+e tll

(where a, b, c, d and e are functions of other reactant

concentrations ) ^- m^rô ^omplex curves. The same argument

applies to the binding of isocitrate in the absence of

all-osteric effects at pH 6.5 . f t is nearl-y certain that

isocitrate binds only at the active site when the allosteríc

site is inactive (p¡t 6.5) or is saturated by modifier (pn 7.6).

Similarly, citrate binds only at one place when the allosteric

site is operative at pH T .6. The binding of citrate must be

only at the all-osteric site because citrate shows no effect

on the velocity of the reaction at pH 6.! (sanwal et aI., L963).

The curved double reciprocal pl-ots obtained with

isocitrate as varied subsLrate at pH f.6 (fig . 23) suggest that
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isocitrate binds at two different sites and that there is a

reversible connection between the points of binding of the

substrate in the reaction pathway. The question now arises

whether the binding of the two molecules of isocitrate. one

presumably at the allosteric site and another at the active

site, is a prerequisite for the release of products (fotal

Allosterism, Mechanism 37),

EABB'

(:z )

(where B' represents binding of B at the allosteric site and

B represents bínding at the active site ), or , there is activity

with isocitrate bound only at the active site. but more

activity with another molecule of isocitrate bound also at

the allosteric site (partial Arlosterism, Mechanism 38)

oducts

Products
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Assuming that the conversion of EA to the EAB' form

is slow compared with other catalytic steps in reaction

mechanisms 37 and lB, rate equations for these mechanisms

can be derived. The form of the rate equation for mechanism

3T is obtained by multiplying the proper initial velocity

equation by the factor (e/xt + B) where Kt is the allosteric

constant for isocitrate, and equals (ea)(e,)r/(eae').

ïn terms of Km and V*rr, this is

v= vl-L-)l B ),Kg*8"K1 +B'

or, in the standard reciprocal form:

I = toKrf lf-l1tå\/r\ 1

; " \"/'\ v /[;).; (:ç )

which is an equation for a parabola.

For mechanism JB, the rate equation is the sum of

activities of EA and EAB' forms

v = vl (- " -) (--5--) * , þ-"-, -K:ot+B Kf +B (tgz+e)(i<., +B)

t.(\,vhere vl and K¡t are maximum velocity and Michaelis constants
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for the EA form, and V2 and K52

form) ot, in standard reciprocal

are constants for the EAB I

form (40)

I

=
1+ (rr + Kbl + x¡z)(#) rL (xrKrr + K1rfb2 + igrlgz)

f #lt + KlKbrKbr(*)3

v2 + (vrKr + vrr<o1) (f) + vlKrKb r(*)'
(40 )

Equation (40) is a 3/Z function, the curves of which,

unlike a parabola, have an asymptote, and the curve tends to

be concave up íf VZ ) Vl and Kn, ) K-02. Both equations (:g)

and (40) reduce to the classical Michaelis-Menten equation when

the allosteric site is unoperational (at pH 6.j) or is

saturated with modifier (at pH 7.6). The curves obtained in

Fig. 23 show no relationship to equation (40) indicating that

mechanism 38 is not operating. These curves also did not fit

the parabola indicating that the curves must be at l-east 3/I

or more complex functions. The data from Figures 23 and 25

suggest a rate equation of the type;
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ae2+ae3+ABM+ee2NI
V=

constant+A+AM+AB+B+M

+ABM+AB2+ + BM + AB2M

+AB3+83+B

(where A and B have the usuar meaning, and M is the modifier).

This equation is derived from the assumption that

r \ Êl^^L / u¡¡ç erray'IItê exhibits total allosterism

2) the allosteric conbinations do not affect adsorption

or release of A

3) the mechanism of the reaction is:

kr5 
* products

B2

2-M

(where E

M' denote

and K2 =

/--4-

is free enzyme,

binding at the

(ee) (iin' )/(ru'eA )

B is isocitrate,

allosteric site,

is "t.r-.", ;: :::'

= (ea)(8,)/(EAB')

M

K1

M'FiA 
tt-$-d-. 

M,EAB

/l- f n's

lf 
.' 

ii- k7¡;rì ( , nqB



The distribution equations for the steady state are:

d (ee + M'EA + B'BA) : ktA (e ) - kp (na + M'EA + B'EA)dr

* kZ (¡ee) * k4 (e'nae) + kr3 (u'aroe) - kreB (m'na)

- k3" (e'ee) = o

'r?q

kg (e'eee) - (kz + kqB)(eee) : o

k3B (e'ea) +:<re (EAe) - (r+ * k5 * kg)(e'nae) = o

qeÐ
dt

¿_(e 'eae ) =dt

a _(M 
,eae ) =dt

kreB (ru'ee) - (:<r¡ o kr5)(m'nae) = o

ET = E + (CE + B,EA + I,i'nR) + EAB + B'EAB T M'EAB

This mechanism is consistent with the data of Fig. 23

and Fig " 25 in that the reciprocal plots (at pH 7.6) when

isocitrate is varied are expected to be 3/l functions whil_e

plots of NAD as the varied substrate are linear. similarly,

when citrate is varied at severar level_s of isocitrate (pg 7.6)

the plots of r/v - vo versus L/cíLrate (eig " 26) are expected
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to be linear and the replot (rig " 25) of Krpp is expected

to be a 3/2 function of isocitrate. rt mav loe mentioned in

passing that although all the equations for initial vel_ocit.v

data at. pH /.6 are derived assuming an ordered mechanism,

similar equations would result if the mechanism were dead-end

Rapid Equilibrium.

2) Be

It is seen from Fig. 30 that the double reciprocal

plots at pH 6"1 for NAD, linear in the presence of AMp, become

non-linear in its alosence. Saturation bv isocitrate makes

these plots linear, suggesting that the reaction may be random.

If there vüere one binding site each for NAD and isocitrate and

the mechanism was random, i.e., both NAD and isocitrate \¡/ere

able to bind to the free enzyme form and that these addition

steps became parLially rate limiting, the following mechanism

would be prol¡osed:

" (43)
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By a steady state derivation of the initial velocity

equation, using the method of King and Altman (t956), the

foll-owing rate equation is obtained:

(44 )

(where a, b, ......g are con"bination of constants). tr{hen one

substrate is held constant and the other is varied this

equation in the reciprocal form is a 2/L function.

Since there are square terms in A and B in the numerator,

the double reciprocal plots are expected to be non-linear.

When isocitrar-o /pl ic car-r1¡¿fing, equation (44) reduces to:

v = 
-f€tl(tg*kg)/uf+A

and when NAD (e) is saturating, equation (44) reduces to:

koE.hB
V = --__¿_:_(t e * k9)/t > + B

Both of these equations conform to the Michaelis-Menten

formulation and will plot as straight lines in double reciprocal

f orm.

f1
v = Iq". L Lff:b" . k3" ) AB-1 (krk 

-_constant + ae2e + bee2 + ca2 + de2 * eAB + fA + qB
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However, when curves given in Fig. 30 are fitted to a

2/f function, insignificant fits are obtained. Tt is
apparent from 109-109 p10ts (rig.31) that the n value is
approximately J. rt can be readily shown that the value of

n obtained from equation (zz) gives a minimum for the power

to which substrate concentration occurs in the rate equation

derived by steady-state methods. rt is at once cfear that

the rate equatíon for the curves of Fig. 30 must have e3 terms

in the numerator. This is possíble if one assumes that in the

absence of AMP at pH 6.1 the allosteric bindinq site for

isocitrate becomes operative (pcssibly due to a conformational

change), and NAD can bind before and after bindinq of

isocitrate, as given in Mechanism 4!.

\or "z*jltf\ 
\_Zrá K4

EB 'B

JF''
EB'BA

\,,
\
Products

(4r )
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(where B' is binding of B at the allosteric site )

initial- velocity equation for this mechanism is

consLant+B +82 +83

This is the type of equation we had

the basis of the experiments done at pH

AMP (equation 4f).

The

aAB2 + bAB3 + cAB4 + de2e2 + ee2e3

ccnstant + fB + gA + hAB + LBz + jB3 + kB4 + lAB2

+ rnAB3 + nae4 + oa2 + pa2e + qx2g2 + ra2e3

, The curves given by this mechanism are impossibl-e to

fit, but regardless of how random the mechanism, the plots

for isocitrate will- always be curved when NAD is saturatinq.

This is shown in Fig. 32" The curve obtained at ! mM NAD

| ^- \ -ç25 x x,*) shows very significant fits to equation (24), but

the value of the constant b_ is negative, which means that the

curve is most likely a 3/l or greater function defined trr¡ an

equation of the type:

B2+83

(46 )

( )tv\\Tl,/

previously obtained

7 .6 in the presenceon

of
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The

absence of

reduces to:

rate equation

modifier (m)

(4f) reduces to this

and the mechanism of

form in the

the reaction

K-A-- l--- 
-æ

B

(48 )
o4

rf this mechanism hol-ds at pH 6.1 in the absence of

AMP, one woul-d expect the curves to be 3/L or more complex

functions in the presence of nearly saturating concentrations

of NAD.

The finding that citrate activated the reaction in the

absence of AMP (rig. 34) is very important because it

constitutes evidence that isocitrate combines at a regulatory

site instead of causing site interactions on a tetramer. ff

the allosteric site is saturated with citrate. so that most of

the enzlzme is present in the form of enzyme-citrate complex,

and the concentration of either substrate is varied at fixed

concentrations of the other, the data should conform to

equation (Sf) provided that the reaction is Random and the
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concentration of the non-varíed substrate is not saturating.

This is indeed the case (rigures 35,36) at low concentrations

of non-varied substrate. At higher concentrations the lines

become straight (figures 35,36) in accordance with either

Mechanism 43 or 45. These observations are again consistent

with a Random Mechanism.

Inhibition by NADH in the absence of AMp at pH 6.1 is

noncompetitive (nig. 3T) further supporting the Random

mechanism. The activation of the reaction by AMp also appeared

to be Random (tr'ig. 38) as the double reciprocal plots are

initially non-linear but become linear at saturation J-rrz tha

changing fixed substrate, analogous to Fig. 30.

In conclusion, the striking fact emerges that the

reaction mechanism is apparently either dead-end Rapid

Equilibrium Random or Ordered in the presence of AMp but is

Random in the absence of AMP. It is therefore quite probable

that the conformational state in which enzvrne exists in the

absence of AMP is different than in its presence. That the

rak- of binding of a ligand to a single protein in each of its

two conformational states can be quite different has alraadrz

been demonstrated by Antonini et_ -A1_. , (tg63 ) tor hemoglobin.

Ullman e'Þ-.e!. (ryA4) have given convincing evidence that AMP
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causes conformational changes by binding to phosphorylase b.

It is thus quite conceivable that the NAD site and the

al-losteric site for isocitrate are both exposed in the

conformational state that the enzyme assumes in the absence

of AMP and the binding of these substrates is independent of

each other and diffusion limited. In the AMp activated

conformational state two possibil-ities are explicit depending

upon the choj-ce of a mechanism. If an ordered reaction is

assumed it is quite likely that in the presence of AMp only

the NAD site is exposed and the rate of binding of the

coenzyme is rapid. Binding of NAD is perhaps necessary to

"unfold" the aflosteric isocitrate site (thereby ordering

the sequence of addition of substrates ) try a further

conformational change in a manner implicit in the "induced fit',

hypothesis of Koshland (L9æ) . If a dead-end Rapid Equilibrium

mechanism is assumed, it is pcssible that the binding of both

substrates to the enzyme become non-rat.e limiting in the

presence of AMP.

A recent investigation of the NAD-specific isocitrate

dehydrogenase from Baker's yeast (Sanwal and Miller, L966,

unpublished) has indicated that the mechanisms proposed in this

work are completely applicable to that system. The recent work
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of Cennamo et aL. Gg6f ) pertaining to the NAD-specific

isocitrate dehydrogenase of Baker's yeast al-so suggests the

possibility of a Random mechanism for the addition of

reactants, in support of our kinetic interpretations.
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RESULTS (coNrn )

Bindinq Studies

The kinetic analysis of the isocitrate dehydrogenase

reaction can only be taken as an indication of the type of

mechanism involved. In order to determine the true mechanism

of the reaction, binding studies were attempted utilizing the

techniques of equilibrium dialysis, spectrofluorometric

analysis and ge1 filtration previously described. For such

an analysis, stoichiometric amounts of highty purified enzyme

were required. Owing to the low yields of isocitrate

dehydrogenase from \gglqÞ-æE g3æg- cells (fO mg enzyme from

approximately 6 Ag wet weight of cells) however, it became

extremely difficult to do extensive binding studies and none

could be attempted with ligands like NAD (Il* -pproximately
.. \.25 mM) which would have necessitated the use of high

concentrations of the enzyme. In what follows, however,

reproducibility of the resul-ts has been ascertained by using

enzyme preparations made at different times.

Ms lecu laq We iqbl Deþer¡qln et.!_gp s_

Schachman (L959) demonstrated that the sedimentation
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constants of two kinds of macromolecul-es were related to

their respective molecular weights according to the

followíng equation:

(where S is the sedimentation constant and MW is the

molecul-ar weight).

Martin and Ames (tg6t) demonstrated that molecul_ar

weights of protein mixtures could be determined by a

measurement of sedimentation velocity after centrifugation

in a sucrose gradient. The distance (o) a protein travetl-ed

from the meniscus was a direct measure of its sedimentation

velocity and s r/s2 equalled DL/D2. su-bstituting in equation

(49),

D,
I

=
D

¿̂

" '2/3sl- fwrl_ I .-[sz \wz J

(ä,ï)"'

(49)

(ro)

(where D is the dístance of

Thus it is possible

by means of a reference run

molecular weight in sucrose

travel- from the meniscus ) .

to determine the molecul-ar weight

with another protein of known

density gradients. Ut.ilizing the
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method of Martin and Ames (t96t) , mol_ecular weight

determinations of isocitrate dehydrogenase were carried out

as previously described with malic dehydrogenase (vtw 4orooo)

and alcohol- dehydrogenase (uw r5orooc) -" reference proteins.

Isocitrate dehydrogenase was thus estimated to have a

mol-ecular \¡/eight of 105,000-ttO,0OO (F.ig . 39).

The molecul-ar weight was found unaltered using protein

concentrations from o.o! mg to 2.5 mg indicating that the

enzyme did not aggregate in the concentration range used for

subseguent binding studies. Further experiments indicated

that the molecular weight was unal-tered in the presence of

saturating concentrations of the substrates and effectors of

the enzyme (tested individually).

The sedimentation constant was determined by means of

the analytícal ul-tracentrifuge as previously described in

Methods. Isocitrate dehydrogenase exhibited an S20,, value

of l.B which was identical to that obtained by the density

gradient method. A contaminant peak representing Lo-Zo/o of

the total protein exhibited an s20,, varue of 20 "2. Despite

persistent efforts to remove the contaminating peak by various

means such as rechromatography on columns, various physical

treatments or gel elution chromatography on sephadex columns,



Fig. 39 " Molecular weight determination of isocitrate
dehydrogenase using malic dehydrogenase (m'v

40, OOO ) and alcohol dehydrogenase (iviw f 5O, OCO )
as reference proteins.
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no success was obtained. All treatments led to an

irreversible denaturation of the enzyme. In all binding

experiments, therefore, the actual concentration of enzyme

was calculated after accounting for the presence of the

contaminant.

Bindinq Studies with NADH

The binding of NADH to isocítrate dehydrogenase was

measured by the spectrofluorometric technique described in

Methods. Two-four mg of isocitrate dehydrogenase \^/ere

routinely used for each fluorometric titration. The enzyme

\^/as titrated with 0.005 ml- increments of NADH under the

conditions described previously. Preliminary experiments

revealed that the E-NADH complex exhibited a different

fluorescent peak from enzyme (n) or NADH alone (eig. 4O). A

typical titration curve of isocitrate dehydrogenase with NADH

is presented in Fig. 41. The results were analyzed according

to the equation of Stockell (Wfg),

1 = -oa- + n
ÞE-n--or- lar)



Fig. 40. Fluorescent emission spec'trums of isocitrate
dehydrogenase (e), isocitrate dehydrogenase-
NADH ccmplex (e-saon) and free NADH, at an
excitation wavelength of 34O mU,.

All experiments were performed in phosphate

buffer, O.O5 M, pH 6.5, at z3-Z5o c.
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Fig. 41. Fluorescent emissíon spectrums of isocitrate
dehydrogenase at various stages of titration
with NADH.

O, 2, 6, fO, 20 represent the number of 0"005

ml increments of NADH added. Intermediate

spectrums have been omitted for clarity. All

experiments were performed in phosphate buffer,

O.O5 M, pH 6.5, at 23-25o C. Excitation wave-

length was l4O m¡r. Dotted line indicates shif t

in wavelength during conversion of E to E-NADH

complex.
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which was discussed in detail- previously. Plotting S/p as a

function of t/no - p (rig. 4Z) indicated an n value of

approximately 1.4. The standard error of this value is high

(+ O.Z) due to experimentaf difficulty in the determination

of the value p. However, four separate sets of títrations of

the enzyme made at different times gave results identical to

those presented in Fig. 42. In view of the fact that the

NADH shares the adenine moiety with AMP, a possibility existed

that non-specific binding of NADH at the AMP site could occur

in addition to binding at its o\^in site. Titration of isocitrate

dehydrogenase with NADH in the presence of saturating

concentrations of AMP (f rn¡n), however, did not al-ter the shape

of the plots or the extrapolated n value.

fhe binding of NADH, typified by Fig. 42, indicated

two, independent, equivalent binding sites (see, Fig. 4).

The number of binding sites was al-so determined by the

method of gel filtration described previously" The number of

moles of substrate bound was determined from the amount of

NADH absent in the "trough" compared to an equal volume of

the base line eluate (rig" 43). This difference represents

the amount of NADH bound to the enzyme. The n value ranged



Fig. 42. Data of Fig. 41 drawn in the form of the
Stockell Plot (equation 32).

The line has been fitted by the method of

least squares. The extrapolated value of

was approxímately f.4. The shape of the

plot may be comPared with Fig. +.

n
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from 2.O-2.3 in several experiments attempted at different

enzvme concentrations .

Bindiqg of AMP !o IsocitËate 2ehvdroqeEse

The binding of U3-AMP to isocitrate dehydrogenase \^zas

measured by equilibrium dialysis as previously described in

Methods. In different experiments 2-4 mg of enzyme was used

for each dialysis cell and AMP was varied from 0.1 K* to f0

K, in the substrate compartments. A typical binding curve

for AMP is presented in Fig. 44. It will be seen that the

curve devj-ates considerably from a rectangular hyperbola.

This is more clearly seen (pig. 45, 46) when tÏÞ binding data

are plotted according to either the iKLotz equation (SO¡ or in

the form of a Scatchard plot (equation 31).

The data of Figures 45 and 46 indicate either

'negative cooperativity' between identical binding sites

for AMP ( i..., binding of one molecule of AMp hinders

binding of a second molecule of AMP, oî the presence of non-



Fig. 43. Elution profile of the 340 rn+-L absorbancy
accompanying the passage of isocitrate
dehydrogenase through a column of Sephadex
c-25 gel which was equilibrated with NADIì
as described in the text.

All experiments

buffer, O.05 M,

vvere performed in phosphate

pH 6.5, at 23-250 c .
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Fig. 44. Pl-ot of the binding of AMP to isocítrate
dehydrogenase at several concentrations of
AMP. All points were determined bY
equil-ibrium dialysis for 12 hours as described
in the text.

All experiments lvere performed in phosphate

buffer, O.O5 M, pH 6.5, at 40 c.
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t, - L r,Fig. 45. Data from Fig. 44 drawn in the form of the
Scatchard plot (equation 31). The solid
and open dots represent two individual
experiments with different enzyme preparations.

The lines have been f itt.ed by eye. Shape of

the plot may be compared with Fig. 3.
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Fig. 46. Data from Fig. 44 drawn in the form of equation
(:O¡. The value of n, determined by extra-
polation, was approximately 2.

The line has been fitted by eye.
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identical binding sites for this ligand on the enzyme

surface. The reciprocal plot (F'ig. 46) all-ows the

determination of an n value of approximately 2 by extra-

polation to infinite AMP concentration.

It is difficult to decide from the data whether the

binding sites for AMP are identical in the absence of inter-

actions or entirely non-identical. If the presumed

interactions are considered to be el-ectrostatic in nature

an approximate correction can be made according to Debye-Huckel

theory assuming the enzyme to be globular with an uniform

distribution of charges on the surface (Scatchard et 4",

I95O). The Scatchard equation can be modified for electro-

static interaction:

(where , "2*t is the interaction parameter). The parameter w

can be cal-culated from the eguation:

2wr
fe 1t \
-Ë\- = K\n - r)

\ã,/

aì
c1Þ t.w = -Þ-_- (1 - _q___)

DRkT f *-X"'

\ þ1'

( cp]i
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(where ( = protonic charge; D = dielectric constant; R =

radius in cms of the enzyme molecule (evaluated from a

molecular weight of 7O5,000, partial specific vol_ume = 0.73

by substitution in 4 R3ß = ytv,/N); k = Bol-tzmann constant;

T - absolute temperature; K = reciprocal distance of the

ionic atmosphere (3.286 x lOZ ionic strength ) ; a = distance

of the closest approach of anionic group of AMp + R)"

In Fig. 4/ the binding data for AMp (from Fig. 4S)

are replotted after correcting for efectrostatic interactions.

The non-l-inear curve suggests that the binding sites are

perhaps non-identical-, but it does not rule out the

possibility that other kinds of interactions (..g., hydrophobic)

may occur between the sites. Indeed, when attempts were made

to fit the curve presented in Fig. 45 fy tne successive

approximation method of Scatchard e!_ al., (tgST) , reasonable

fits could not be made on the basis of the presence of two sites

with different intrinsic dissociation constants. It seems

likely, therefore, that some kind of negative interactions do

exist between the two non-identical AMP binding sites.

It may be recalled that in the kinetic studies presented

earlier, there was no suggestion of the presence of two non-

identical AMP sites. Since the bindinq studies were done aL
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)t -7Tl Data from Fig. 45 corrected for electrostatic
interaction. lrl was determined, with certain
assumptions, as described in the text.

The lines have been fitted bY eYe.
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40 c whereas the kinetic analysis was carried out at z5o c,

a possible reason for the discrepancy could be the effect

of temperature on the thermodynamic or kinetic constants.

To rule out this possibility, kinetic analysis using AMp as

the variable activator and isocitrate as the changing fixed

substrate (at saturating concentrations of NAD) was carried

out at 40 c. The results were found to be identícal with the

results obtained at Z5o C, presented in Fig. 38.

Binding of Citrate to Isocitrate P=þva*g."tg

The binding of citrate -jr6-C14 r-= examined by

equilibrium dialysis as previously described. Trro-four mg of

enzyme was used in the protein compartment with citrate

concentrations varying from 0.1 K¡¡ to 10 Km in the substrate

compartments of the cerls " A typical sigmoidal binding curve

for citrate is presented in Fig. 48. The data when replotted

according to equation (3r), indicate a positive cooperative

binding (rig " 49) between citrate molecules, i."., the binding

of one molecule of citrate seems to facifitate the bindínq of

the second molecule. Extrapolation of the rine to r/A = o

yielded an n value of approximately L.9 indicating a mínimum

of 2 binding sites for citrate.



Fig. 48. Plot of the binding of citrate to isocitrate
dehydrogena.se at several fixed concentrations
of citrate. All- data was obtained by
equilibrium dialysis for 12 hours as described
in the text.

All experiments were performed in phosphate

buffer, O.O5 M, pH 6,5, at 40 c.
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f']-g. +9 . Data of Fig. 48 drawn in the form of the
Scatchard plot (equation 31). The lines have
been fitted by eye and n has been determined
by extrapolation to be approximately I.9.
The shape of the plot may be compared with
Fis. 3.
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Binding of Isocitrate to Isocitrate Dehydrogenase

The binding of isocitrate-5 ,6-"L4 rn/as examined by

equilibrium dialysis as described previously. In the range

of 0.1 I{,n to t0 Km, a sigmoid binding curve was obtained

(rlg. 50). The same data plotted according to equation (SO¡

demonstrated a complex relationship between the isocitrate

binding sites (eig. 51). The n val-ue obtaj-ned was

approximately 4. The curve presented in Fig. 5L coul-d

possibly be generated if one assumes that isocitrate binds

to two sets of non-identical- sites (each set with 2 sites)

and that in each set there is positive cooperativity of

binding.

Viewed in this wây, section I of Fig. !1 may represent

cooperativity between the set of identical sites having a

much greater affinity for isocitrate. Similarly, section II

may represent binding to another set of sites of lesser

affinity for the ligand and section III may represent a

combination of both these effects "

To get some indication whether isocitrate competed with

citrate for some of the binding sites, or, whether it

influenced citrate binding, the binding of citrate -5,6114 tt"



Fig. 50. Plot of the binding of isocitrate to isocitrate
dehydrogenase at several fixed concentratíons
of isocitrate. All data was obtaíned by
equilibrium dialysis for 12 hours at 4o C, ãs
described in the text.

All experiments were performed in phosphate

lvtFFar ônÃM nTl 6 q
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Fig. 5J.. Data from Fig. 50 plotted according to equatron
(:O¡. The line has been fitted by eye. The
portions of the line I, ff, and III are discussed
in the text.
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tested in the presence of cold isocitrate. The data

presented in Table 5 indicated that isocitrate competed for

some of the citrate bindinq sites.

Further experiments (using one fixed concentration

of ligand and enzyme) indicated that the binding of citrate,

isocitrate, AMP and NADH to isocitrate dehydrogenase was

independent of the Mg++ ion (tested from O to 5 mM).
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Table 5. Effect of cofd
r-'i f r¡'f-a -r,-6'-:-..14)

isocitrate on
to isocitrate

the binding of
dehydrogenase

citrate -c 14 l_socJ_cIat'e citrate bound
(mmoles )

.24

nJr

DIJ

al¡ nM

MM

MM

MM

.94 x 1o-5

.86 x 1O-5

.64 x 1O-5

.62 x ro-5

MM

nMl'ì
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DISCUSSTON

From the results of the bindinq studies and the

kinetic analysis presented earlier, a model for the subunit

construction and mode of action of isocitrate dehydrogenase

from NeurospoLa can be proposed (I'ig. 56). The model is as

follows:

1. The enzyme is composed of two non-identical subunits,

one of which is productive (p subunit) and another non-

productive (u subunit). As implied by the terminol-ogy, only

the P subunit is capable of releasing the products.

2. Each of the subunits consists of two identical monomers.

Thus, the enzyme is quasi-tetrameric.

3 " Each monomer of the P subunit has one catalytic site

each for NAD, AMP, and isocitrate while each monomer of the N

subunit has one 'regulatory' site each for isocitrate and AMP.

The isocitrate binding sites on this subunit are also capable

of binding citrate "

4. The isocitrate and AMP binding sites on the N and P

subunits are non-identical-.

5. Kineticaffy, the enzyme follows a Random mechanism, and,
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in general, binding of effectors and sul:strates change

certain rate constants without changing the maximal velocity.

This is possibly brought about by an intra- or intersubunit

conformational change triggered by the binding of various

Iigands. Magnesium is required not for the binding of the

substrates or effectors, but only for the activation of the

ternary complex.

Before discussing the merits of this model, a few

com-ments on the limitations of the experimental material and

approach seem to be in order, since in the formulation of the

model heavy reliance has been placed on the accuracy of the

experimental binding data. In the equilibrium dialysis method

(eeacocke and Skerrett, L956), provided that the Donnan

effects are at a minimum, the value of r,

S- 9r.Yr
PVn

I_

D

(where C1 and C¡ are initial and final concentrations of

unbound ligand, VL and Vg are the volumes in the ligand

compartment and enzyme compartment and V1, is the total volume,

x = Yg/v¡,) it subject to certain errors. rf Ø ís one of the

variables in the above equation, then the relative error
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(Ar/t) in r due to an error A Ø is equal to the relative

erïor , A ø/ø , multiplied by the coef f icient (c¡v'¡/revn ) .

For C¡, Cí and p these are, (r + c¡v,¡/rpvn), (t + c¡/rp),

and I respectively. For maximum accuracy the coefficients

should be as smal-l as possible, and this occurs when the

ratio of bound to total ligand is larger than at least 0.1.

Using this criterion for reliability, considerable weight

can be assigned to the values of r of up to 0.35 in the

binding of AMP to the enzyme (rig. 45). The value of n (Z-4)

obtained by extrapolat-ì-on may or may not be a true value for

the number of AMP binding sites. However, curvature of the

Scatchard plots much before r attains the value of O.35 (I'ig.
t, - \45) shows that the AMP binding sites are non-identical-. It

may be pointed out here that non-linear Scatchard plots may

be generated for identical binding sites, if, there is charge

interaction (ame is charged at all pH values above 2.5; see,

Alberty et_ AL. , 1951) netween bound molecules, ot , if there

is any significant amount of polymerization of either the

ligand or the enzyme at higher concentrations. All these

possibilities have been ruled out earlier. While AMP does

show a tendency to 'stack' at higher concentrations (Van Ho1de

and Rossetti , 1967), polymerization becomes significant only
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at molarities higher than 0"01"

The binding of NADH to isocitrate dehydrogenase

presented in the form of the Stockell plot (F'ig. 4Z) seems

to occur at two equal sites. It is reasonably certain that

there are only two NADH binding sites on the enzyme surface.

This is indicated by the results not only of spectrofluoro-

metric titrations, but al-so of equilibration on Sephadex G-2!.

As used here, the latter method shoul-d give high val_ues of

binding since the column acts as an "infinite" source of NADH

against which the enzyme is equilibrated with the result that

even relatively weak binding will- be detected. In all

fairness it may be mentioned, however, that the value of n

derived from the Stockell plots or Sephadex dialysis varies

somewhat depending upon the molecular weight assigned to the

enzyme. The effect of the value given to the molecular weight

on the nunürer of binding sites found by Sephadex diatysis is

much more pronounced. The same uncertainties discussed above

apply to the n values obtained for the binding of citrate
| 

-' 
t,^ \ . / *. -- \(Frg. 49) and isocitrate (Fig. 5f), although, it is clear

that the number of binding sites for isocitrate are higher

than those for citrate and NADH.

Contrary to the finding with NADH and AMP, citrate and,
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partl-y, the isocitrate binding sites show positive

ccoperativity. This type of cooperativity can be interpreted

in only one !\iay , vi-z. , that binding of one molecule of the

ligand facilitates the binding of a second one (without any

regard to the chemicar identity or non-identity of the sites ) .

The question that is of immediate importance is whether this

cooperativity (tor citrate molecules) is intra- or incer-

protomeric, oy, put in other words, are the cooperating sites

present on the same subunit (monomer) or on different ones?

This questíon, indeed, cannot be answered unless certain

assumptions are made regarding the degree of polymerization

of the enzyme , for which experimental data are not available.

Tf the enzyme is considered to be a dimer constituted of two

non-identical monomers, the two citrate binding sj_tes would

have to be on the same monomer. Alternatively, if the enzyme

is considered to be a tetramer, which is more likely (eig. 56)

it would have to be assumed that each of the 2 identical N

monomers bind citrate in a cooperative manner. The data for

isocitrate binding (fig " 5L) are consistent with the

assumption that the enzyme is tetrameric with two isocitrate

molecul-es binding cooperatively on the P monomers, and two

cooperatively on the N monomers. The data presented in Table
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5 indicate that citrate and isocitrate may share the same

binding sites on the N mono;ners, although it is equally

possible that both of the ligands may have separate and

distinct sites which affect each other by a conformational

change.

considering the totality of the kinetic and binding

data, certain obvious difficurties of interpretation now

arise if the enzyme is considered to be quasi-tetrameric.

Taking the binding of NAD first, how can the presence of only

two binding sites for this ligand be reconciled with the

suggestion that the enzyme is tetrameric? ft may be noted

that an assumption runs through this discussion, namery,

that the NADH binding sites are the same as the NAD binding

sites, although due to the high dissociation constant of NAD

(about 0.5 mM) it has not been feasible to undertake binding

studies with this ligand directly. No apologies, however,

need be offered for the assumption that NAD and NADH binding

sites are identical. This ís an unanrbiguous concl-usion drawn

from the kinetic studies. The poss j-bre presence of only two

ligand binding sites in a tetrameric enzyme is not unique to

isocitrate dehydrogenase. A few enzymes are, indeed, known

which seem to have a smaller number of loinding sites than
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peptide chains, as, for example, beef liver glutamate

dehydrogenase (rrieden, L964), phosphorylase b (irtadsen and

Cori , I95T), and yeast UDP-galactose-A-epimerase (oarrow

and Ro,Cstrom, L966) . The case of the last named enzyme is

particularly instructive. Here, one equivalent of NAD (ot

NADH) is tround per dimer, the monoïìers of which must exist

in heterologous (using the terminology of Monod eL al., 1965)

association. The importance of heterologous associations,

from the viewpoint of the mechanism of cooperativity (cf.

Monod and Koshland's mcdels ) is that such associations allow

monomers (identical or non-identical) to assume different

conformations, and hybrid states predicted -by Koshland's model

are pcssible instead of only the two states permitted for

isologous associations in Monod's mcdel. Should the isocitrate

dehydrogenase subunits be in heterologous association,

cooperativity of the citrate as well as that of isocitrate

molecules can easily be due to an induced conformational change

communicated through the zones of association of the subunits.

As visualized in the model (eig " 56), there is no

positive cooperativity between the bound AMP molecul-es and

consequently, AMP is unable to change the homotropic inter-

actions of isocitrate by indirect means, ês is pcstul-ated in
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Monod's model. This contention is consistent with the

binding as well as the kinetic data. AMP at saturating

levels does not change the sigmoidality of the isocitrate

plots at pH 7.5, although it does change the velocity of

the reaction. It seems 1ike1y that this is caused by a

'direct' effect of AMP on the conformational state of

isocitrate binding sites on individual monomers, and a

concommitant chanqe of the various associated rate constants

of the reaction. It has been shown earlier that the enzymic

reaction foll-ows a Random mechanism in the absence of AMP

but changes to an ordered or Rapid Equilibríum Random in its

presence. In view of the binding data, it is now cl-ear that

the reaction must be Rapid Equitibrium Random. The question

which remains to be answered is: How does a Random reaction

become Rapid Equilibrium Random, or, paraphrased, how and

under what conditions do non-linear reciprocal plots generated

by a Random mechanism become linear? This question is a part

of a more general question: Why does the heterogeneity of

the ligand binding sites (for AMP and isocitrate) revealed by

thermodynamic binding studies not clearly discernibl-e in

kinetic analysís?

To answer these questions sone properties of the Random
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rate equation can be examined. Consider two ligands X and Y

which bind in a random manner. or. two molecules of the same

ligand, X and X' which bind at chemically distinct binding

sites (one productive and another non-productive) in such a

way that only certain rate constants are altered but V*-*

remains the same for EX and EXX' complexes:

v^/8,¡ = 1

E)ÕI#P "-t

vm/Er = 1

EX'

The reciprocal

form:

"r/,
E

\

E

plots generated by these mechanisms have the
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1
L

V
a+b (t/x)+c (t/*\2

I + d (t/x)

(where a, b, c and d are groupings of rate constants). These

curves are hyperbolas with non-horizontal asymptotes given by:

1 = ("/a) (U") + (ra - ") /a2
V

If cð,2 + a < bd the plot is convex up, if cd2 + a ) bd it is

concave down, and if cd.Z * a = bd, the curve reduces to a

straight line.

The whole problem is then reduced to finding conditions under

^which cd- + a becomes equal to bd. This can happen in a

number of ways , i.e. ,

1. If k4 and k5 are not greater than V*/8,¡ and k2 = kT ì

ug/k3 = k5/(k4 + k5); uy/k5 = k4/(k4 + k5). rhe rate equati-on

is then identical- to equation (::).

2. If k;¡ is ) V¡¡8,¡ but k6 is ( VrnEy, the curve becomes
AILII')

straight if kl becomes equal to k5. If opposite conditions

prevail, i.e., kD is ) VmET and k4 < QnEf, the curve beco¡nes

straight if kg equals k3.

3. If both k4 and k5 are )) vm/F,T, the curve becomes

srraishr, Lr, (ur/k5) (k¡ + zk1) + (ug/u=) (r+ + Zkr) >> vm/Er.
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This is the traditional Rapid Equilibrium Random mechanism.

The cases discussed above serve to explain the actual

kinetic data for more complicated situations. Considering

the data of Fì^ aQ ç^- jrstance, if AMp binds to two

heterogenous sites and the reaction is non-random, the double

reciprocal plots should be 2/t functions at all concentrations

of isocitrate. Should the reaction be Randorn, however, the

curves should be 3/2, 4/3, or more complicated functions

(depending upon the concentration of NAD), but in all cases

should be reduced to 2/L functions at saturating leve1s of

isocitrate. The curves of Fig. 38 indeed are functions mcre

complex than 2/L at lower isocitrate concentrations, but

become straight lines at high concentrations. This can

possibly be if isocitrate modifies the rate constants in such

Ia way that cd- + a becomes equal to bd.

Surprisingly, the pcsitive cooperativity seen in the

binding of citrate (eig. 49) is not noted kinetically in the

double reciprocat plot of L/v - vo versus L/cíLraLe (pig . 26).

On the basis of the bindinq behaviour these lines should have

been curved- Similarly, the positive cooperativity of the

active isocitrate sites on the P subunit indicated by the

binding data is not discernable in the primary plots of the
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kinetic results. However, replots of K.pp from Fig. 26 do

indicate such cooperativity.

As pointed out in preceeding paragraphs, there is a

fair amount of agreement between the modef (r'ig. 56) and

the experimental results, although the clarification of the

detailed enzymic mechanism would have to await further

experimental work. Despite the agreement, mentioned above,

it is possible that the results coul-d be explained on the

basis of other models. and it seems worthwhile to examine

these. Comparing the results with the allosteric model of

Monod et al. (tg6S ) it is evident that there are numerous

discrepancies between the experimental data and the theory

for this model to be valid in the case of isocítrate

dehydrogenase. If one assumes that the enzyme exists

primarily in the T state, the sigmoidality of NAD, isocitrate

and AMP could be explained on the basis that these ligands

stabilize the R state. However, the prediction of this model_

is that in the presence of saturating concentrations of all

other ligands, the sigmoidality of the variable ligand should

vanish. This is the case onlv for NAD and AMP " The rate-

concentration curves for isocitrate always remain sigmoidal.

For Monod's model to be appficabl-e here one would have to
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invoke non-excl-usive binding (nutrin and Changeux, L966),

i.e., consider that the enzyrne is present in sol-ution not

exclusively in the T state but also partly in the R state

(see, Historical), oî, if it is present mostly in the T

state, the constant c of equation= (4) and (¡) is large.

If the nurnber of binding sites (") is known, the theory of

non-exclusive binding predicts that (equations 11, 12 and 13)

the Hill coefficient (") will vary fundamentally depending

upon the value of L (equation L2) and c. For a tetramer with

L low (about 1O2) and c = O, experimental ñ- will be much less

than n, but will reach I in the presence of saturating

activator or inhibitor; for L values high (say, ) 105) and

c = 0, experimental- ñ- will be nearly equal to n and will

reach I in the presence of saturating effectors (tnis is the

ideal case). However , if c ) 1O-3, the Íl val-ue may or may

not equal ri, but it can never reach 1. I^Tith this analysis in

mind, one can examine the behaviour of the curves when NAD is

the variable substrate. The value of n is 2 and ñ- approximates

the same nurnber. Saturation by isocitrate produces ñ- values

of 1. Thus, non-exclusive binding does not seem important

here. This being so, equations (B), (f6) and (17) shoul-d be

applicable. Figs . 52 and fl show that the expected linear



Fig. 52. Data from Fig. 30 plotted according to equation
(17) a-ssuming an L value of 2 for NAD. The
lines have been fitted bY eYe.
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Fig. 53. Data from Fig. 30 plotted according to equation
/ - - 

\ ^ t,(I7) assumíng an n value of 4 for ÀBD. The
lines have loeen f itted by eye.
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rel-ationship is not fulfil-led and different Kueo values are

obtained at different concentrations of isocitrate. The case

of AMP is also similar (rigs. !4 and 55). rf non-exclusive

binding does not occur, this behaviour can only mean that the

binding of the two ligands is not independent of one another.

as postulated by the theory of al-losteric transitions.

ït is pertinent to point out here that the model

presented for isocitrate dehydroqenase earlier does not

account for a1I the complexities of the bindíng and kinetic

behavíour. unexplained in detait is the binding curve of

isocitrate and the effect of pH (from the structural point

of view) on the kinetics of the enz\¡m,:l In this regard, the

model may only be considered as an oversimplified approximation.



Fig. 54. Data frsm Fig. 38 plotted according to equation
(17) assuming an n value of 2 for AMP. The
lines have loeen f itted bY eYe.
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Fig. 55. Data from Fig. 38 plotted according to equation
(1/) assuming an n value of 4 for AMP. The
lines have been fitted bv eye.
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Fig. 56. A proposed model for the isocitrate
dehydrogenase molecule.

A is AMP, D is NAD, C is citrate and I is

isocitrate. P and N refer to the productive

and non-productive subunit, respectively.
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